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Here the response of Y to inc)ements of X1 depends on how much X2 is present.

Other ce:licati,ms arise when other forms are tested. Non-linear re-

latiomhips can he op2oximotud with higher order polynomials, such as

--- a + 11 X + c X2 + b X1 1 1 2 2

:1 Y
In this case, , 1)] 4 CIX; i.e., the response of Y to X1 depends on

Y 1

how much X there is to begin with. Typically, the exponent c
1

in such esti-

mates is wootivc: but small. The result is that for small values of X
1'

b
1

dominates, and Y responds, positively to increases in X
1.

As X
1

increases,

the effect of added X dimini,.shes.'

ihe mathemItical foam of the production equation, then, is crucial for

determinint, its partial derivatives. These, in turn, give the informtion we

are sainz: an cstiwate of th chooge in output given a specific input

t iian'd.

In Part thec.forv, this discussion on functional forms is con

LNom,lles with thi:; piul...Tly will appear in Part IV.
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Since the entry of sociologists and econallists into ethical i onal re-

search--which dates from the late 19S1)'s--the concept of an "educational pro-

duction function" has gained ever' increasing mention. Yet nowhere is there

a clear discussion of what such a function would do if there were one, what

its characteristics would be, and how one would go about finding (estimating)

one.
1

In the first Part of this paper, I will discuss the reasons why one

might want a mathematical formulation of the relationship between inputs and

outputs in education. In Part II I will briefly discuss some of the properties

of such a formulation. That discussion will be the most meager of all, thus

failing to fill a gap that has existed from the beginning of the attempts to fit

these functions. The reasons for this cunt inued failure will be discussed.

Third, J will present some theoretical discussion about the nature of

actual estimation. Much of this discussion is a straightforward translation

of traditional production theory into terms directly relevant to educational

production. Some, however, is a novel attempt to deal with a limber of prob-

lems which have been skirted by previous researchers. These include the

problem of ident i lying frontier ("best practice") institutions, the problem

of multiple outputs, and the problem of simultaneous determination of inter-

related outputs.

The fourth Part will pre,; :nt some statistical estimations demonstrating

the empirical counterpart of the theoretical discussions of Parts II and 11I.

1

Kershaw and Mc Vean do sLetch clearly uses '.'or such a function in
(12) , mid Bowles di scw.ses e:Aiidation in ( 1 ) and (2 ) . These papers do not
discuss many of -till issues covered below, however.
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NOWOVer, PO meful educational production function will he presented here.

Indeed, it is my contention that there never has 11=1 even a reasonable wane-

matical for nut to mention an adequate estimate of such a function.

Nor will there be for sow.' time lo come. The reasons for this are found in

Parts 1 and 111 below, although the crucial element may be determining a

functional form as discussed in Part A fifth section will summarize the

work of the paper. The render might be advised to skip to Part V first,

and then return to Part I.
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In general, a functional
relationship between inputs and outputs in

production is expressed thus:

Y = f (X1, X2, . . . Xn).

Y is a meipurable
output or index of outputs; 2

the Xi are inputs into
the process. Since production adds value to Jaw materials, the inputs are
the factors of production (labor and capital , in quantity and quality) , and
the output is the value added by these inputs. No account is tak,'n of the
initial value of the materials in this formulation. The initial value is
expressed in the same units as the output value, and if the initial value
is the same for all observed

production units, then it makes no difference
if one thinks of Y as Yt - Y (output value at the end of the process less
output value at the beginning), or as Yt (output

value at the end of the pro-
cess) . The difference is a constant term in the expression f( . . . Xi . .

Since the raw waterials in education are pupils whose initial values
(in output terms) differ, some account must be taken of these differenc', in
education functions.

)lowever, this is all estimat ion prol)lem, wh;ch poses
no difficulty inn t ho conceptualization

of the value added fund ion. The edu-
cation:11 prodm:tion funciion, then, though :in esti111aLion requires adjustment
for critical values, in pic:.entation should appear as value added being a

2
lhe conditions r which an in4LA of outputs may be formulated isdiscussed in Part ill of teis paper.
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function of production inputs only

TheX.are cle .(.ni!; of the pToduction process during the time periel

being considered. Sinc a *indent in non-boarding schools spends most of

his time not at school, then any production period exceeding one school day

must account for value added outside the school. As an example, consider

the output Y to be the increment to vocabulary between the 9t
11

and 12
th

gr,tdes. Thc conceptually correct educational production function would ad-

just inputs for differences among pupils in vocabulary at the 9
th

grade, and

consider items outside the schoolsay literacy of parents--as an input to

the production process during the high school years. Thus variableS

describing the "social class" of pupils serve two conceptually separate functions:

They might: correct for differences on entry to the production period, or for

output production during the production period, but not at school. This

distinction is crucial. To the extent that output differences are due to

differences in production during the period under consideration, then pro-

grams to get more resources to children who have few outside-school re-

sources, preferably during the times the other children arc getting the

outside-school resources, would have an obviously good chance of success.

To the extent. that diffel(nces in final output: are due to differences in

in value of the output measure, a different production process entirely

may be called for. 3
And we Inow little about this process.

3
lhis point. scomF. little vppreciated. It could be more co:q-

effective, for cxnNple, for a public school cic with get-iing children to
miniwrn rooding "IcvA, to launch pro-school programs than to place

temhes, iir el, - ntary schools. (In areas with great mo10,1ity, of
course, it might not he cost effe(tive nor any one school to do this , since
it will still Metr child'en withnut prc-:,chool cverience in their elementary
schools. For the sxstem, however, this policy would still bo most efficient.)



The nNt step in specifying the pitylnetion fwiction if: to indjidv.

the signs of its first partial derivatives,

Y

+ + -

"xl, x2, x3 -.- )

A partial derivative indicates the rate of change of Y when Xi is incremented

by a small amount, other variables staying the same. A negative sign indi-

cates thin ni increase in only Xi a loss in Y. If many outputs are

to be invest igatcd, then it would not be surprising to find negative, deriva-

tives for some variables with re3pect to some outputs. Thus increasing the

average verbal facility of teachei s might produce a reduction in manual skil is;

increasing the brawn of assistant principals might reduce some kinds of crea-

tive expression, etc. Yet, of course, such losses might he an acceptable

"price" to pay for gains in other outputs.

The last importanCfeature of the production function is actual esti-

mates of the partial derivatives. 4
Thus we have to know the functional form

. .

of the input-ouiput relationships. For example, a linear function

Y = a + + b
2'X 2 + "'

has partial derivzitiveg b
1'

1.)2' etc. But a linear function with multiplicative

int.( fisa i On 1.Clis1S:

Olt is cacjel to discuss change:, in tern.., of derivatives tluat in (ems
of differons het :.ea initial mid final I valnls. Ith?.te the derivative :; them'

ame nel constant, 111.1) all cStitioiC of 'Ow change in I should proceedfiml vale the equation.
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has partial derivatilvs

Here the response of Y to increments of Xi depends on how much X2 is present.

Other coq:lications arise when other font's are tested. Non-linear re-

lationships can be approximated with higher order polynomials, such as

In this case,

Y = a 4- 1)1 c +
1 1 L-2

--)X1

b 4 C
1 '

X' i e the response of Y to X1 depends on

how much there is to begin with. Typically, the exponent cl in such esti-

mates is neoative but small. The result is that for small values of X
1,

b
1

dominates, and Y responds positively to increases in Xl. As X1 increases,

the effect of added X
I
diminishes.5

ihe mather.atical fonit of the production equation, then, is crucial for

deteroining its pArtial derivatives. These, in turn, give the information we

arc seeking: an estiwate of thr change in output given a specific input

chane,,,e. In Part ll, ihcreforv, this discussion on functional forms is con-

tinund.

Lxamples with his pluc.rty will appear in Part 1V,
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Production Alternalives

Suppose we have estinWed a production fvnalon for a school organi

zat ion. That is, we have defined an output, and have estimated paitial de-

rivatives of that output. with respect to the inputs affecting that output
during the time of production. We are now con-.: loll »I; changing X1, or, al-1, ,

tentativey, changing X. That is, we are considering some changes in inputs,

say a curricultun change on the one hand, a dars size change on the. other.

if the alternatives are constructed so as to cost the sane, then one might

simply choose that which is the most "effective." If, in fact, only one
output (or an output index) is to be considered, this is p?ccisely what

should happen. So in the simplest example, one wants to Rms.; the derivatives

of an educational production function to choose the most effective among equal

cost alternatives.

.
dY = OA 3ti cuioarcd with dY (1X2, where dX

1
and dX

2i)X-- 1
21

are the (small) equal cost changes just described. Whichever calculation

is larger indicates the estilliato of the bettermore productiveoption.

Seldom are the alternatives before us so clear cut. In the first

place, there are many output'-, and the "preferred" equdl cost change might be

different depending on which oa!put is considered. In theory, increments to

these oulputs are by a set of pie IC reli,;('S (though 1:11050 pT e lerences

is not c !ear) . if eat)) out-put Ts YJ, and its index veght is , then

lk Y.
uls )1;

can be cal cu1 t ed bOr (. e; e,-Ind I cost proposal , , and the argest 1 can he



chosen. Such an vhstracl, proci!-c proccdnie, of course, does not descrihc

reality. but it does deainstrate a real problem: suppose different schools

(or districts) prefer different outputs. l'aiat does this .-) to our ability to

estimate production functions? This question will reappear ih Part 111.

1 will continue to assume that the problem of judging multiple outputs

is taken care of.
6

Still al,suming that we have a well-defined function, with

quantitative estimates of its partial derivatives, we can investigate the more

general question of choice of program option. Consider two options, 1'd and.

P
a

, which do not cost the same. P
d
we will call the option of hiring teachers

with more advanced degrees than the present average. P
a

is the alternative

option of adding teacher aides to less "qualified" teachers. Consider the

ratio of outputs from the two options:

Y
d

a

where Y represents an output. Consider the case in which the ratio of outputs

is greater than the ratio or costs, ,

C
d

. in the first examn3e discussed

above,

61 1w1:.1.1 1 note that this suhiect d:,erves much 1:1070 attention than is
ordinarily paid it. To what eMonl are high schools unnhle to choose different
outputs, because the p.;;-- 1)Nrent5 is admission to college and col-
lege entrance i ba:,ed ; a vcy I Intl led set or :1.111 s? lnderd , Kat:wen (11)
considers admission to 1,....,-ton 1;1 (whi,h, with 1;o:,to:i com-
prises C;,n(n 'jai y a "col I' g t acl,") a'; one output of nostoii ele::entary schools.
Schools want in 10, 111::..;111; ri:Itre cioranck: deteimined 1))' a cum-
ptiti 101)- 0).11V!0.1y- vt1 put choice:: at very early
grades. 'lhoul,,11 ii is Ite i 11:A more 1 ilt,ited the 0:itrut ;:et., the lr.ure use
can b..: ni;:de of Wt 11 Cs( d hi ic.r1 (*Una One., it also ;true that this

rm. Lure SCill,on:;1y row. rd the rre,,101.1 or jliti.iviou pareals and children
LO develop in alivfwitiv(,! V:ty;;.
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C
d

l, and when y. >
a a

we said "buy Pd." We now have the more general case. When the ratio of the

outputs is greater than the ratio of the costs, then more value per dollar is

achieved by buying the project of the ntwierator. When the inequality is the

other way around, the denominator is the better buy.

Supose, then, that aides are a more efficient, but more expensive pro-

posal.
7

Rememboring that Y
a

= where Xi is the input "aides," and
')"ac)Y

Y
d ad where Xd is "degrees," we can estimate a loss in output if

we reduce the degree level of teachers (by replacing retiring teachers with

new ones less "qualified" than the average) enough to save the extra money.

Now we can consider equal cost proposals in which, where f:YOa indicates the

change in Y from reduction in d given a, the aides would produce an additional

ha Yd/aYa

(gain in output
due to aides) less (loss in output due to

less qualified teachers)

and hiring new teachers with higher degrees would produce Yd . If

(
a

- ,

ddia
, thc» 1.110 aidt.?, are a holier solution, and th(t in-

7
One might be d to wont to adjust the quantity of Abe aide pro-

gram dewn to the, cost of iha adv :i ecd degre... program lltit .it could well be
the cc's' that a 11a:. Mildlt:tia feasible si:f. or thai the costs con-

lv:re ;ITV fur ;: range or si::os, all hilior '3:an that equal to the cost
of hiri:!r d For a 1.:al pioiect th, cost of aides night higlter,
and blind oh:diencc lo the )alio rule NhOVC: would leld to preferrin,,', more
"qualified" tea.h.-rs, This wutd be a poor solution, as we shall see. Thus
one should coTivre such prukcts at efficient si7es first, which is why we need
the gc:a for,ulatie. which duos not ass1141! eqnfll costs.



struct ion staff :.bould itljt.1::te,.1 dow»,....ards in nominal (wall fic.itions.

Economic vs. Technical Efficionev

The problems of choke discussed above have implicitly assumed that

all options Were uti 1 i zed to produce the maxim; vii output, or outputs in some

determined proportions. In other words, the question asked was an economic

one: what is the best mix of well used resources to produce given outputs.
We will hme to probe into the possibility that resources are not always well

used. A school comilittee, of course, has to balance the gain from greater

efficiency against the cost of better management, in determining its economically
efficient oduct ion mix.

Maximum output for a given set of resources is technical efiiciensy.
Two schools with egkiivalent resources could produce different outputs witl tech-

nical efficiency. If we consider two outputs, Y1 and Y2, then for a given
set of resources, a p21)duction frontier defines the locus of efficient output

combinations. For a different set of resources, a different frontier is de-

fined. In Figure 1-1, one sit :1j frontier is pictured. It is somovhat different.

from an ordinary production frontier in that it assmes that for low levels

of either outp0 , there is no trvde off of output s. That is, :improvement in

one output does not nt:cessitate
loss in the other. Where both are beyond

.minimum levels, the tradc-off clues occur. More resources devoted to one neces-

sitates a reduction in OW other output.

Technic:tlly eft icicut poduction simply means product ion on 111: pro-

duction frontier. TvaDical inviricirn4, then, is a vooditilm where n:orc of
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one output could he gain:al without. lo::s of any other output.
8

A frontier

could be convex to slid axes. This would mean that. as additional equal size

sacrifices, are made in one output, larger and larger gains can be made in

the other. Although this is not impossible, it leads only to specialization

in very few outputs. I do not think this kind of trade-off exists in public

Schools, although it may be the cane in graduate schools.

Technical efficiency, then, means maximum (frontier) production, given

an input structure. Economic efficiency means choosing the best input structure,

given input-ouiput relations and prices of inputs. Production functions are

ec tools: they are used to purchase the correct inputs, assuioing they

will be managed correctly. It should be obvious that if some inputs are typi-

cally mismanaged, then an ex post production function analysis may advocate

purchase of other inputs. Yet the truly efficient solution might be to use

the current inputs differently, depending on the cost of better management.

This could be the case, for example, where mathematics and science teachers

are scarce, and other teachers are used in their place. There is no reason to

believe that production of mathematics output is technically efficient,

given the resources. We would "find" that, to produce math skills, we must go

into the market and 'buy'' prepared math teachers. But it could be true that

another combination (say, more materials ;ith inferior teachers) is more

cost-effective. .Since principal,' "cover" the math class, but du not add non-

hman re,00rces to sultitute for inferior htmlait l'esources, it is likely that

mathel1 o1 ic's prodoction is technictlly inefficient given the resources of the

8 ,

en on 11:.; chshed ineF., then,

are not actually pail or the frontier.
is inefficient, and these Lines
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schouk. Not cl):-;crvin ufficient pro.,luction, wo cannot. estimate its effect.

It is thi.:n asked of the production function analyst Lo recoi.olend pio-

duction chnngos. lhat is, hu is as to make tochnical mommendations about

substitution or resource,:. 1 want to stress that this is not the function of

such analyses, and by and large there is little to say for a rocummendation pro-
()

ceeding from such an approach. Where there is technically inefficient pro-

ductionand inure importantly, where some outputs (say, math) are produced

(in public schools) with less technical efficioncy than others (say, reading)

the real managemeirt alternatives are much greater than the production function

analysis implies.

For this reason, one ought to observe only technically efficient

schools. One can then determine both what a cost-effective input mix would be

like with good management, and what returns could be expected from butter

management (of inefficient schools) itself. In production theory, this is

called observation of "best practice" firms. 10 In Part III i will present a

method of isolating best practice schools, and in Part IV I will attempt to

ac Lually pick some from toy data. The exercise is merely illustrative of tho

problem, and not a good solution to it,

9
As we shall se, in TV, there' is a role to be plyed by a well

specilied produ:tioh funciiun n pro:Iting tcchnical efficiency. The problem,apin, ho' 1.011. mnit the schools are which provide the d;cta forthe product:Ion fnmAi(7n c5111e.

3°Sec Sailer (20).
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Production Fent.tion

have 5;1)001 ;;() r t 1):j pyt.01("t I Oil 111110.1 0115 C011id be a manatement

(or policy) 1ool to plemoto '14:re precise definition of alternatives, and

more economic efficiency in production. But estimation of such a function

must follow detailed technical knowledge of input-output relation,,hips which

does not yet exist. A complete technical description is not necessary: we

do not estimate production functions from blueprints, but from data. Still,

the production fOnction must appear reasonable to the experienced educator, or

there must be a good explanation of why it does not appear so. A short discussion

ofTroperties of functions appears in Part 11, so this discussion about reason-

ableness can begin.

Lmpi rica] estimates are not without value absent the knowledge of forms

(and measurement, and a host of other technical items) one would like to

have. I ail mrely distinguishing regression estimates as they have appeared

in the literature from production function estimates, which have never appeared.

A lincar additive regression on all observations (not just best practice ones) ,

not adjusted for initial vplpes of the output measure, may give a good estimate

of average relationships. Thus the typical equation:

Y a 444 4 b.X.
3 J.

where X are schoel and

Z. ale pupil bakl:gieund variables

c.Z.
J

, 1 tgives au aVcing(: relaii/nship between the out Y, and the inputs X. and L...

1]
For a nun.lechnical

:;c1 ..11Lc:11 regrr?s:jon stulie, see
Guthrie, et al, (8), Chaptel S. se studios agrec that t.ho p. is so;&.,
average 6:I,tionship betv.e,11 re sour,. and cognitive stilk.



Nut.; much prod!). dim schuul :, J. :;(-1.ch_11: (list i :.31cd (,]it Y

plt,,,',u( C ,1 before sehotil . Nor, even given s d i_si 1 Pct ion, hat4 any at tempt

been. made to distiouukh between the effea of home TOr,OUrCUS durin- non-

school periods, vs. t he effect of belle as producing, an interaction

'during school .12 , ,

lawwledge that. how resources explain Pore variance

than school resources wan, predicLed well before any empirical resul is were
13

known What is impor taint i.s to discover the, production relationships

which do occur in schools as presently consti.tuled.

All of these important research topics can be investigated with cur-

rent theoretical and statistical tools. Determining, these average relation-

ships would be vital for enlightened educational policy. 1 only wish to

stress that they would not help in making detailed production decisions, which

involve marpinal estimates. Cmgress and the Of flee of Education. want to

know what area, OH tho aerdve deSefVef; support (say, between stvilmer care,

pre-school, aft..r-school prov,roms; teacher training in skills or in behavior,

etc.) . School systems and particularly school principals want to know what to

do on the mar in. Congress and the Office of Education need to deal with stu-

dents in general , but plinuipals deal with very particular students. A general

1 ?,.
POI' a si ntl (11S Ogl; 1)(111 :ell ::C110:)1 year and

su:,,mer 1 w:rti , awl ( 9 ) J knolt of no al t epipt tt o separate,
within th,. heal , in sc1:(*) ltYPI or-school effe(. Is. Oar! n
to du no 1%111, s. of' (..;)i W.en had deprived of school for sue,'
period of 1 iat zm:1 o--;;:.1( ,1!)1( bc.)0,.(13.),r,

13
"I t. is 1)rob.,1,1e tirti ill i 111t va ablos 1:11:en iopyther have

Dilly Zi f ion el th u.paci achie thr:r IQ et this 3n1, I le.tual
atr.,espl..-!e, of thy pupi 1 1., wi 11 ha; (..." rlittw and n..1;ean (.1:)) , p. 27 .



solution is b.,unl to be incorrect in W2ny Dftcos.

Function 10 be abie to delelmiue

The aim or pto.luction

thus. places heroic tho
IS done (or the opporLunity

vva.;ted). Average regression c!,limate:. ore dm-
portaht tools, but they don't help to anwct that particular qmstion.
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The need for disti::5, ho i col s Liticture of an educational

roduction function Nis already been demonstrated. To estimate cht-uiges in

output which are expected to mcur with input changes, one needs to know the

actual equation expressing Y as a function of the inputs. For small changes

in inputs, we can approximate estimates of output changes from the derivatives

of the output with respect to the inputs. There are a number of other proper-

ties of functiuns.which are important. These ploperties cNist implicitly in

any functional fom. Hence, whether a researcher wishes to discuss these

properties or not, his "model" of inputoutput relationships in education

contains estimates of them, which may or may not be reasonable. ln some

forms, in fact, the values of these properties are independent of the values

of the parameters (the values discovered empirically by fitting the functional

form to the data). Thus important properties may be unknowingly specified

a priori. I will discu:,:: the fellow in properties: del ivatives, elasticity

of output, elasticity of substitution.
]

Deriwtives

DYThe, first paltiaI dorivative of Y with respect to X.., , denotes

the inst'ant'znioott:, rite of chzsr,,,o with respect to changes in ai, where all

X3 X. held constant . I1a abo.t, with small ch:mr,cs in Xi, one Cf111 ignore

the fact tint ibis tats` roy f , and estm:ite a dist role

1
111.:u, zo L.:In> L.); ). d;.;ei vi i1)ktc.1 '11.:rt) on: what 11:f equa-l:ion says ab:rtit Hl , rfo'

1
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change in Y, dY
)
by

YdY - dX.
X

i

When Y is a simple (no interactions)
linear function of the X's, this for--

mtda is exact . The coefficient of X,
i.b. is its derivative. Thus with1-

linear estimations, researchers give estimates of changes in Y from the

above formula without having to calculate Y. (after change) and Yo (before

change), And this presentation is valid no matter what the values of the X0i.

and Y
o --inputs and output before hypothetical adjustments.

The indopeodenco of the effect on output of an input adjustment from the

initial value of that inpnt is an important property of an educational production

function. We have already seen two functions of which this is true:

(1) Y=a+UI X -I b2\2 +
I "

(2) Y a + blX, b2Y2 clX3X2

In equation 2, chniq,,os in X3 may affect Y differently depending on the values

of X2 etc., but nut dep,,ndin on its own initial value. 2
One might as1:, is

this a n':';,')N.11)1; ch:lo,..tvri!:iic of an edu.:ational production function?

NnSv:t..) jS CU'VUCN1. It kpends, largely, on the definition of

33liplica1 lv ICY 5)J(411 11(2rc, will 1)::' [ho only inter-actIoa dl t is 1K4 11-0, only poscible inlera, lion, hcA.evcr: forexample, it 1,, !..,,.w.ytric: t hi hs have cquAly stronl; cried a twu1oti (iI',1 in I. divecijon!,). This mil;hi not bc thc. caw. In-teractions which WOO. limited ranges can he defined to test for this possi-bility.
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inputs. hes ti cJeasing teachr 'Wining by one semester may have diminish.

ing effects, the high.. the training level initially. lt is unreasonable to

assume that trainin,,,l, h a linear Telatonship to output. 'kir:ever the "irain-__
ing" variable can be partition-d. Define two variables: the first was the value

.1 if the teacher has credits beyond the hatholor's degree, the second is 1 if the

teacher' has credits beyond the Master's degree. Each variable is zero otherwise.'

There are a number of good statistical reasons why non-linoarities are bettor

estimated by nerp!linear forms than by sets of binary coded variables, but

this does not obviate the fact that sometimes one can have level dependent

estimates within the confines of a simple linear equation. The crucial ele-

ment here, then, is whether the definition of the variables is such that

the equation defines only one or more than one derivative Cur a particular

policy. A program of "trxining" can have iwe different estimated results,

but a progmn of "credits beyond an M.A." can have only one. There is no

reason to he critical of a linear additive forni, per_se, on the question of

wheflwreffectsofincrement:-.10Xshould deuced on the level of X..

Using a free definition of variables, and the interaction terms of

Equation 2, we can thon have an additive form which accounts for dependence

of chaiT,es Y an both jig 0; :n JOVO1 and the level of other variables. Since

a nu,lbr of otIlet pitperiiu: are not iacoonted for so siMy, we sliNIld in"

var. 1

var. 7

Thu.,

31iIP Cn)1Cti , t u, v:»

1!:;s than DA

of DA

(1

0

iht.se ii.o ratialcy (14ine lhice

Ci«1 I tS
_ .

0

1\1:\ ci edits

1

'and thoy Ott' nou linear



vestig,ito at least one oth-r form:

b b,
(3) -- aX_C-X2'

An extension of this form is

(4) axb
b
2
b
3X3

2 e
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Form 3 seems to impose a severe interactio,) restruct ion: when X/ or X2 is

zero, there is no output. however, this form cannot be estimated in the first

place where X1 or X2 is ever zero. Form 4 takes care of this problem by allow-
X

ing X3 to be zero, in v
b
3 3

;hich case e = ).4 These equations are estimated

by taking logztithms:

3 ) Jog Y = a + ylog X1) + b2(Jog X2) +

4 ) Log Y = a -I. b
1

(loo X1)
2

b(lor, X2) + b
3
X3

The derivatives are dependent on the value:, of all variablcs:5

Y
bi -1 b

2IF)

= b aX X
(5 X] 1 2

4
771i; fo.) in is Elo,:.( u':oful when X.,. 0 notes timc. Then bz is an estimate

of (I r) r Co:1p i lit (.:regt 0. in 1111 oducatiCin production

ft iction vIlf:.e thoro seieq te)ili could merully estimate
the goneral (:ducat in!!'' (11-cct or giolLin Hp in a lit orate soc

JAo 11Coolts to c.:1)WSS1011 d not hold WI)' I' N2 is ; function

of'X1. 11 (1iseu:,,j();1 lis;,umes that only Y is a function of the X.:

they a)L )1)1 Gi ( Othel , or of Y. IN hrief discussi O on esLi
mati OA .hun X CX(Ionolv;. .C4 dO 1101 toLf: OD valuos independently of

the: vNri:,',1r,--19v-;Irs in Part 11.1 cA this: VT"'
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The change in Y when X1 is changed is, then, a function of the original

value of X
1, and of all other independent variables.

Alternatively, it is as-
sumed that each variable interacts multiplicatively with all other variables.
This is fairly general, though one could complain that the wain which ,,(

is a function ofY is restrictive: *)

(

Suppose, for example, that a school increased reading scores by 10%
by hiring more qualified teachers. The predicted increment to scores from now
hiring more experienced teachers has necessarily increased, if the effect of
experience was positive to begin with. That is, if the sign of the direct ef-
fect of two variables is positive, the sign of their interaction must be
positive.

6
I do not wish to judge this property, merely to expose it.

Elasticity of Output

The elasticity of output with respect to some input variable Xi, which

Iwilldenote.f61° is a straightforward extension of the first derivative. One
might want to define a measure which is independent of the units in which Xi
and Y are measured. Thus

6
Bowles (1, footnote, p. 11) explains this as the requirement that "anincrease in the quality of teachers be more effective on ch;idren of well edu-cated parents than on the Ch'ldren of illiterate parents."
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dY/) dY
X.

dyX

This gives the' ploportionate change in Y when Xi changes by a small wount.

For example, 1f Oi - .3, thun a 10 percent increase in Xi leads to a 3 percent

increaseinY.lf 0.-.3,thenalOperuentincreasoinX.leads to a 3

percent decrt c in Y. Just as it was true tiwt the simple :linear form defined a

constant derivative, the simple multiplicative form (equation 3, above) de-

fines a constant elasticity of output. The equationelasticity
. _ .

b b
2

Y = aX
1
3X

2

forces an estimate of the percentage increase in Y, given .'ii increase in X1,

to be bi times that percentage Increase in Xi. Where a constant output

elasticity is assumed as a matter of production theory, this gives a con-

venient way of estimating it. Elasticities given for linear equations are

usually calculated by setting the variables at their means. Though the presen-

tation may mention the elasticity," it really means an elasticity. One might

want to tal:e extreme values of his data, and calculate the range of elasticities

implied. Of course, ilp value of Y used in this calculation depend:, on the

values of other variahlt . Unless other important vatiables.in the 'equation

are negatively correlated with Xj, then the elasticity of output with respect

to Xj will ho found io decluNse as X increase!,. This should he'obvious:

since in YY.ICIli:; of X1 have a constant absolute' effect ell incremonts to Y,

then (bairin e\trwy 11,ative correlations in the data) a linear function

will estimate a small elastkity of output with respect to X
1

for a resource,

rich school corlpared,. ith rl re!.ource.poor school.
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it this is a sensible plot, -rty, , then donning vho ciost icily of output

as the Still( for rosoure-rich and
resource-pour s::,00ls is not sensible. On

the other bawl it my be that, there are more interactions in rich schools,

and the output elasticity actually increases (i.e. resource-rich schools are

bettor able to utilize a small addition to resources than poor schools) . If

this is the case, the linear. torn could give even worse estimates of the ihcrease

in Y for schools at one extreme or the other than the multiplicative form.

The general cooclusion about elasticity must be the same as about

rates of change: For largo policy purposes, an average estimate is gool

enough. It would not seem to matter materially whether one estimates elasticity

from a linear function, with variables at their mean values, or from a constant

elasticity function. For sialemenl': about educational preduetion, however,

and for an idea of what io e;:p-ct. in schools with input chamteristics di f-

ferent from the mean, th,1 di.; Terrence does matter. Detailed studies of extreme

schools would be messary to deteimine which functional form best described

the changes in output elasticity OVCF ranges o. inputs.

Ela,,tiQitv of Substitujon

The Arty } 1 P.:t1 Of TVCIOli cal SUbSt i i ; On (;%ItZS) 11::th'eOn tla) np;Its

is thc io th re:;pyc t Jeri vat i of the product ion function.

th:li this no,,tioo was, in general,

Y f(X1 X ,
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let us denote the portiz.1 of f with re.T.c.t. to voliabl.:' X. a; F. 'in:.

mtrginal 3:4it; of sUb!.1.iioii):1 or inputs j for input 1 is

Ii

1.

This is, as the 31a111:: implies, the rate at which OW can substitute two inputs

without sacrifice of output.
7

This is an obviously important concept. For

example, from eq6ation 1 above, the simple linear form, the ::RTS betwecn

and j is

b.
3

1;3-.

Since the derivatives were independent of the levels o: the variables, so is

the marginal rate of tecUical substitution. No matter how mo:11 or how little

Xi there is, the same amount of Xj can substitute for a unit of Xi, leaving

output unchanged. Denoting the relatke change in the Mrs as the ratio of in-

puts changes as the Lla:Alcity or SI6ntitution, :-, it is clear that this

iiirnii.to in the ,simple .1 31k ram, rf.'!;ardless of the paranietcrs:
8

..,,,.,

i.. y7.

flic con,lilion is th , .
1-
co,. 4 a . , 0. 1.1,(.: re rum% X. .1 r. X, 1

1 J.),/
ii:..

1

Illwre&-...,1(1vde)1,,ic lb( Ze.)oUi.,:. Of X. and X. 066',,Y/ N 0\. )
.1 1

:1 1j 1

vre, r.u1P-1:i,: iine) :1/: ce,,diiiea that vitro

1. I: Hcj!., or !iuh:,!iioti(.41, c , is 1('tm.11y the reciprocal of the
101, ivpii(J 3. t3i4. tnac,4:oni, in oft', to maLe i1, taillys ';,(cora

.on
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X,

d

d (fi/fi )/rj /

(1(xi/x7) . fj/ri

Before discussing other forms, let us pause to think what this, concept: im

plies, and tart.;' w implies, in educational production functions. The reason

we want to ilbstitute inputs is because their prices vary from place to place,

or time to time. The wriation in nominal input mix, however, is not ob-

served to vary in adjustment to these, prices. lhis is prima facie evidence

that schools arc' not making economically efficient adjustments. 9 On the

other hand, it P:CdJ1S that the range of substitution possibilities which we

observe is very limited. To say that the MPTS is constant ('; cx)) over this

rano( may not be a bad approximation at all. :f we had More precise definitions

of inputs, S.) that we could 'ateuraiely assess the real range of va)iation of

instructional quality, fro;n facilities, peer influence, teache)s and other adults,

then infinite substitution between inputs at a constant rate would be unacceptable.

The iutroduct ion of interaction produces an elasticity of substitution

which C'lx:nd5 th' eslivizqc:'; or the par,kwiur:, or the equation. For Fquation

9Levin ( 14) porsuasivoly thal the market adjultl; whether
schools do OJ beilq, in the cioJlity of the inputs. Thus,
for wh-le Ilie m;,Iket pii(e Cea-chcr: is hip)) relative
to 1',11;'1 1:;1A th- pv?1,:T5 MoF0 col' the Path teacher,

sul),;ti 1 n! c non. c: rLes. !;til.M1 i at a 11011-11,111) (..ZiChu 1 and
cal ]11i; the 17o:.; t 1(h+ "I I Il ed" in: all rei 101 goal ity 3esuul C. '1 here 1s
no lv:No;1 to 1w 1 i OVe th:q t it i s s;(md SO1 11r101 to the scattity 01 m:1111(; =

(1:)) ;;Lo (11();CL. that SChO)l bodfd5 do not
eons( louGly to puha,e .inputs.
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This elasticily tends to be smallest in absolute value when Xi and

X
2
are present about equal amounts, and largest when there is more of one

input than the other. When ci is negative, then some values of X or X
2

could p] educe' a negatiNe rate of substitution. This moans that rather than

give up, say, Xi for an increment to X2, one needs additional X just to main-

tain the output. Surely no school wants to have such an input structure.

Once again, given the range of variation we observe, this possibility is un-

to occur. One might want to tithe extreme data values from a data soriplc.

to calculate the range of rates of substitution implied. This is not possible,

of course, in the simple- linear form.

The linear fo) i. vith interactions then can produce a positive or negative

elasticity of substiliiiion, derndill; on ihe value, of the interaction term

(where X., X2 arc defitv.d so that bl and b2 are positive). .SubMitution

po,sibilitics tend 1.0 Le greole:1 Id.cn there is OA abundance oF one input

relative to 'the oft,,. is gel', ;ally considercd a more reasonoble cher;...c-

tei (JR t ion than assii, in:; no de p:'ndenee' or sub: ut ion on 1 ht.' `),
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of inputs.

The multiplicat ive forms have elost icities in general related to ti.,'

equation' s paramele rs .
10

A high indicates that substitution cnn occur of a

rate which does not vtu) much Over a large range. This would seem to be a

desirable property of schools. if we had refined data on inputs, we would

not wan':, to define this situation into existence. On the other hand, as

before, we could define variables as ranges of input measures, and derive

different substitution rates for the different ranges. The linear form with

interactions and higher powers of variables is capable of assuming parameter-

dependent values of important statistics, though of course the tyN'of dependency

is restricted.

Conci usi ens

This b, ref di-,cussion of functional forms of educational production

functions has baleiy scratched the surface of this subject. It has gone far

enolgh to show the great kpaciancv of the way in which variables are defined

In general, the simpler ti:{ functional form, the more dependent statistics

derived from the estimated equation will he on the particular definition of

variables. This is, 11k! frol th,, simplest adjustm,mts, lac multiplicative

iirt-r.1 ion, i o 1"0;*( 1)1 It.111.`; , li }: dcterl,tinlug relevant

rifv or 1....01 which hould he c\presyd as separate variables. In

stirih.:,, to dl, Jili lo talent i on ha, ben paid to the scaling

:11:;t: or th- vfl ri 1:.:1- hc,'J:,,h U gret 00N1 10 i 110i I COnStrUt i01 in tems

JO
A paiticol o is of ro,Illiplicivc the Cobb Douglas, hasa constani (. J. This duo::, Lo1 ocAtn. in gcncr:1, 110WCWr.



Of educational scos,:--1:11ile NW:1101:0 lows have been
have

tried to show that. effort in 1hCrX Li o areas, thc form of the' function end the
definition of the variable gilen an input measure, arc some Aat substitutable.
We ought to observe on or 11,.' othel. We generally observe neither.

The reason for this is. obvious: There is no theory which would lead
a researcher to prefer one low over another,

one scaling over another. There
are theories of how children develop, but none about what we can do to help
them develop.

71
Indeed, it iF not too strong to say that not only do wc

not know if schools worl,, not only do we not know, if they do, h they
do; we do not even have a theory about it. We have taxonomies, 12 and
average relationships bctween inputs and outputs which might be useful for
some policy puiposes. But it is too much lo ash of a production analyst that
he go tuolided in choice of functional form, 'dim that form defines certain
characteristics of schools which may be kno.m to be incorrect. Thus l sug-
gest that educators lend a lewd by discussing production aspects or thuir schools
with the' analysts. A theory of school production could then proceed by sug-
gesting not only which inputs might be important, but how these inputs are
lebted in predUCtioii. Uniii some oogress is rode in this direction, there is
little L,Te of seeing estim:ies vhi(h have any pretenc,ion of being education
pro:luetion functions,

Jthee
B)uni.) ( 4 ) kw thls Crtstiktion, and a start. at developing atheory of inclrncliou

to

12Sce fUr L ( 1 ), or ( 1 7 ).
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The purpo:J' of thif, Pa!t of th- paper is to discuss sue tho;vtical
issues which are vital to good produclien function esiimation. This is not
an elaborate discussion,

because by and large there is litilo l can do about
the pioblems raised hero. Soin2 differences between one city and multi-city
studies will b expa:vd. The followinv, topics will ha briefly conidered:
(1) multiple school outpuls OW single regressions, (2) simultaneous systems,
and (:)) nonfronyci

obselvations.

Outp,Us and th- luntion

Since it is obviou,. that. schools produce mlny outputs, one should raise
the quest ion: Under a:It conditions

nili,111 5t be satisfactory lo analyze school
production with relation Lo one input? I will append to th:U; quesilon the
per;sibility or using one fixed weight index of output. l'hus, for exomplu, Ono
might have used factor analysis lo derive a weighting of the three EE03 ac:,
dumic tcsis (Vc)bol, Pcading, end MalL('malics), and used the factor weighted
sms (or overages) or ilKsla 1c...1. as output observa1iow...

1

The condition con
be !;1):0), exfloio-d 1.11(h Invsti, it.1l fmnticis, 71 intro(lnced in Part I.

.1.1- schools are 10 5:11,Tillli%y it) (Y,r OtliplIt or vuother, then
the input,

pet. -.laid), will fakor
the ea;put d:!..;ired. For QX-

l'Or tit
; di 1, :I; (.ln, 1 11 e, (1(l'ivc

!,,11,, )i 1.k*!1)(s, '1)1.7y 1 iviit Ow ro) 1; (0. '11 t, i , iii 111,' 01!,1' ii) ty:\I,C eq16:.1' 0 if; :1:1,1 (lv' sco,x,-.. A..., will k seen.r."(-1(0: !. 11 1,V: ;;.( (h,,, re,itind
11,,1+.'N. Thus I didnot

); 1, .1,
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dt'koit1(10 le ooe (Mk' it t :;01... sctc to t1,: oth.-, Jot Us a
what 11,) schools are Iil.ely produce. Edneoi S, for reasoir3 whit.h

have never uncler.st 00d, th.11)1. 01;11 a certain hind of classruom decorum is

a necessary precondition for .1 en ni iig. lhwerure they arc likely tu expend

their resumeez, on producing that behavior' first, and only after some success

will they produce more .academic achievement. Between cities, whore tho

amount s ol resources arc certainly correlated with social class, we can

talk of an evansion path of ouLputs. This is drawn as the curved line from the

origin in Figure It describes the locus of points on successive- fron

tiers, that is, thy` relationship betw:en Choice of outputs anti total eFourcs.

More resources are associated with we emphasis on output A.

Now consider a regression es1h:,ntion using, as an output, only output

A (if you will, achievemnt). The appropriate output WW:110 from the nearer

school, for a production function estimation, would not be the observed test

score ht:(1 that school produced outputs in the same proportions as the more en-

dowed school. the distance A2 A shows the vLIolInt of academic output which

was not produced only became of p.oiagemoni discretion, as opposed to the

amount uhich could have L.`() pi educed with the resources at hand. Only when

the ion ti, 1 '1 ;IV C:rn UlAj");:i. Ltc";;;11!*; 110,111Ci i011. OtlitnYke,_
ha,0 to thc :,'oun; of outp:ii proJaced; and correct for it, be-

fore dolewinin, ihe ,i of the re:ources in producing o:!fpnt A.

h Ct.)11i it 1(0 1.11.1) 1,1 it I i intly \ of eotio,ts e;,,, be USed

aS :01T1C. ).1"::. i!: i thf piOcitict i(;13 i)!Ii ii lt (.,0)3:rimit

.-
3S e, for ox:-Ipi , 09)
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slope (i.e.; frontiers are parallel). ]n that case, when one output was

sacrificed for another, the index would not change, using the denominator

of the slope' as the vertical aNis weight, the numerator as the horizontal

axis weight. This is clearly possible when the production frontier is linear,

but it may also be true if the curves are "parallel" aril. the expansion path

is linear. Thus a linear expansion path or parallel straight line production

frontiers are alternative conditions for using a single output measure, the

latter case allowing a non-linear expansion peal, if we index the outputs ap-

propriately.

The outputs considered here, behavior and academic achievement, are

exaggeratedly different. Within the sphere "academic achievement," however,

output differences are easy to observe. Shaycroft, for example, gives us

correlations among 49 different output measure:, in both the ninth and twelfth

grades (as well as test-retest correlations) separately for boys and girls.
4

Among all the tests, I have looked closely at the three which she brackets as

"Mathematics Test" and the five bracketed as "English Test." The highest

correlation within the mathematics test battery for an age-sex subgroup is .74

for ninth grade boys. At the twelfth grade, the highest correlation is .64

for the same two tests, the arithmetic reasoning and intermediate high school

math. Within the English battery, the highest correlations occur between

punctuation and English u...age, at .63 for ninth grade girls, .60 for ninth grade

boys, and .54 for twelfth grade boys and girls. Between individual tests in

4
Shayeroct ( 21), Tables 6.1a and 6.1b. In this peculiar Project. Talent

data there is no information on the race of the child-en.

STwelfth grade girls actually related the punctuation test slightly bet-
ter with spelling, correlation of .55.
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the English and mathematics batteries, the highest correlations per subgroup

occurred always between punctuoion and either arithmetic reasoning or inter-

mediate high school math, all highest scores in the .60 to .62 range. Thus

variations in scores on one test are not extremely well related to variations

in scores on another. (Average correlations were considerably lower, in

the .40-.50 range.) nether this is explainable by inherent "talents," by

background, or by resource specialization in schools, it: is a good indi-

cation that, at the margin, resources (home and school) produce one output

or the other. Of course an addition to resources can produce more of all

outputs. The curved expansion path in Figure 111-1 indicates that more re-

sources produce more orboth outputs A and B. Thus one can expect con-

siderable correlation between output scores. But this correlation will be

reduced to the extent that different children are in systems with different

expansion paths (even if linear), in systems with schools with varying re-

sources and a single, but non-linear expansion path, or just in homes which

stress different outputs.

The question remains, however, if within a city resources are dis-

tributed randomly enough that an expansicl path is essentially linear. Even

in this case schools may, indeed, choose to produce different outputs. Sup-

pose we observe two well -U: schools with the same inputs producing diC-

ferent amounts of the output. The output measure in the regression is the

horizonta.1 axis, and time sa:Je (nnonn1 or :;ebooi resources are observed to pro-

duce different amotini:-.. of that witput. Suppose the rea5.en for the managerial

discretion appears in our data as a "background" variable. 'Then some part of

the estimated hmc: relation botlx,:h background and academic achievement
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actually 'Indicates that bchavior was acceptable, and therefore the output oC

the school was focused on the measure we are using.° The social class measure

Picks up the effect ascribdd to managerial discretion in Figure III-1, and its

coefficient is biased. However, thr school coefficients may not be affected,

according to the assumption that this discretion is random with respect to

these resources.

This, of course, overstates the case. It is unlikely thafresources are

distributed equally within a city.
7

If one can argue that they are more

equally distributed within than among cities, then this at least argues that

a one-city analysis will be less biased. Since it is difficult to maize that

argument until One' knows what is a resource, and how much of a resource it is;

and since the effort here is to make that determination by estimating production

relationships; the whole process seems circular. I will therefore flatly claim

that resources are more equally distributed within than between cities, by

social class of child. This makes the one city analysis see!. viable, though

not admirable. As noted in Part 1, the best data sample would have already

ascertained the output focus of the schools, and chosen those along a single

ray from the or covering a wide range of resources.

In conclusion, it generally appears inadmissible to investigate one out-

put or output index with a single equation regression. I will indicate in the

6
Of eoursc. the hae1 :0round of the school might be

but since Ilia highf.r. the MOYC social chil
social cla',s of the child is correlated with that oC the
sindonts IT tie,lied so that even within a lower
class student misbt receive an academic focus, if it is

the relevant measure,
dren there are, the
school. But not all

st.hool a high

institutionally possible.

7
) hive given evickncf: that" within Easimetresources are

with social class. Sec Michelson (l5).
correlated
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Since the major effort

of this paper is directed at e:imarion under difTerenl specifications of the

production relation!thips, and since these points are valid whatever other esti-

mating proc '11rOS are' employed, DO wiltion of simultaneous estimation

of multiple outputs will be made' after the next section.

Simultaneous Estimation
. . _ .

In a recent U. S. Office of. Education volume, Henry Levin and I pro-

duced simultaneous equations estimations of several outputs, using the Eastmet

data. The major focus, of our models was an attempt to incorporate attitude

variables into the production estimation.
9

In this case, attitude measures pro-

duce test scores, and test scores produce attitudes. Although this no doubt

does not actually OCCUr si,multancously, a simultaneous estimation is required

if it occurs wiIhin the time period of our investigation. As these are

models of school production, from first. through the measured grade, certainly

attitudes and OUiC0:00 have inleracted, and are considered usimultanebus"

within t ho rwoduction period.

The need for a siLullaneous e:-.imation of separate outputs which are

not input!. Into crv:h 01.1)::v's reduclion functiens is smcwIlat morn complex. One

8See Levin (ri), and MihoLon

$), !

.1y co; le, it) noted that inclmion of altituJo r.1',::J-
SHIL:3 11110 :I (qU;itit): priX310:d hia,ed estimates. He diJeelly
esti5:-0t.,(1'.1( ihy L;::-Nwtos (1). The' advanta!:,'
or sioullameeu, 'od is to sop':ir.ic. the direct cfr(ct of :IcLoo! rcutrcos
on fru:
as well as to le Inn cfc',1::i Of rk"OUret: oil tie ottiludr:s, which could
be the nme irvwflani t,u1;t1li .
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would want to control for tbo pieduet Lou or sme other output .in assessing

the in 1.1 1., 1 WO or the r( ource;, on the outpnt of interest. Thus a negative

relatio))ship would be expectcd between some outputs and others, net of the

influence of the total a, 'Aint or re:moves which induces a pusi Li.vc, relat ion-

ship between outputs. 'Jilt, best way to do this, as has been indicated, is to

choose data points alonz!, a linear c.,Tansion path. Otherwise, the plocedule

for unbiased estimation invultICS a two-stage regression equation, in which

alternative outplits are considered endogenous in an estimate of the output

of interest.

The relationship between outputs in this system :is not a production

relationship of the sort "a positive self-image produces higher reeding

score" and "a higher reziding score produces a positive self-image." Rather,

"given the resources observed, and the amount of output B which these re-

sources ordinnrily are associlited with, amount of output A is ptoduced."

1110 stage least squares was the algorithm used to solve the simultaneous

systems in the references given above. The reader is retorted there for more

explanation. The point here is that , despite the different interpretation,

several outputs can be inserted into One equntim with proper estimation tech-

niques to derWo resource effects on OflQ OutpUt MI of the other.

lt is doubtful thz:t this teanique could be uskrully employed to deter-

mine egpiricaliy the margilull tradoff's between outputs unii.botter output

menstno.. arc ziva i 1:r1, I 1 cot to i.niy 1)(' a geed deal or -work on school

outpnt te-:sui vs, in th,,, rut IMO Livate.1 by the la}; of rel:rtionships between

cnirent ontpui IlL'OSOWS ;11(1 J r- Jiro mi,,:coss .1° with these be I tor' 11:00tA FQS

"Sec' u; (2) lOf for 5010 OVI dCner: On 110 S 10n



we will also be further alonv, in estimating production functions, and will

be able to attelopt to tall: ahuat a pioduction systcia in which several outputs

are produced by their identified equations, and a solvable set of equations

is estimated.

isolattnv Frontier Schools

110 observe output in children from several schools, not a1.1 technically

efficient. I assume away the trivial case where the difference between the

efficient output and our observed output. is a constant for ail schools. 11

will discuss the following two exclusive and exhaustive cases:

(1)

(2)

Inefficiency is random with respect to all the variables we measure.

Inefficiency just strikes some schools, or some school districts, in-

dependently of the nominal characteristics or teachers and principals,

and independrmtly of the social class;, race, nativity, etc., of the

school populatioa.

Inefficiency is related to some characteristic which we measure.

In the first case, estiwites of the "frontier" of production front a

given set or inputs will strictly spealjnil not he the frontier at all. It

will be a kind of average output attainabie with an average amount of inef-

ficiency. This 15 inlwtvat in estb,;:tion techniques in which the ''best fit"

places the fitted hyperp1Nny vthin Lit data observations, minimizing a masure

of error both zibove and b,lt the ol.s,.),ed output. The solid line in Figure

11
nr, the :tin 10.m is med ea ttansrormA variables, and a:;

loga1it41- or oliscivatim, I tht, technical inefficicney is not
describ:d by 0 sii1;11
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illmtraies a typical regres:jon f 1. 32
However, the dashed line in

di en Los a smooth locus of maNburn ob!,etotions. All "error" hlust. be re-

ductions from a true frontier.33

This frontier is not found by taking all high output observations.

Point "a," for example, has it lover Y value than point "b," y:1 "a" is On

the frontier, wherea!, "b" is not. An easy way to find these frontier schools

is to estimate the solid line, anti consider only schools with positive error:

A
Y = a 4 1) X

I

A
C = Y - Y

b
2
X2

defines error.

DivideeachX.variabile into ranges, and find the schools with the largest

error in each law. This gives a series of schools which do better than ex-

pected, where by assumption this is not because we have omitted some important

variable, but because those schools use the ii resources most efficiently.

Since by construction inefficiency was random with respect to the Xi

characteristics, the sample or.,1ficieri: schools should be a randlt subsample

of the entire data set. Differences in both the level of the frontier and

itsslopwithrespeett.owlyX.variable indicate. an advance in precision of

12,. .

aeuld be considered 'a partial IT]ai lunship wherethc other inputs
are held constant . A one inpul production function would not be very inlere,

13.}file pi,10 Ion. or rc-,,,Iirt a; on or, which can sf 1.11 vary' ;Iountl the fron-
tlex, 1101,1,,,t i l d lif :" ;11 (f)HhL01)11 (I re1,:1tc'e3 in ciri( iclCy 115 Cruathp,;;
ill J thr. ob:>, d crol J 1 F"n,illrcil eiror Iti 1;.1;c. rehti iv(` to urficic.fly CH 1
feren«:,--a renl 1.ith cdu,atienal daia- then this preeedule fails
to i:,elate fiontier sitteJ1:,.
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the estimat.1on.1-
4

Onu could fo I low the saw.' Ol C(11110 Whirr Cita; no,1,1," 2, Olen: in -

eff i C1(11(7 is irted to a ir.:zwtircd chal ;:cteri;,t, Now, however,

iti

3

in fact a

'proxy for technical efficiency, -then the remaining observed error must be

measurement error or clue to vaiiables we have failed to measure. As men-

tioned above, this error is legitimately found on both sides of the'"fron-

,

tier." Thus choosing positive error schools is a matter of chance, not of

precision. Furthermore, the sample that; will result may not be a random sub-

sample of the original .population, but may be those schools with high values

ofX..15 A regression estimite on these schools will hopelessly confuse effi-

cient management with the specific abilities of these pupils to progress with

or without efficient monagem,:nt, or anything else that stratifying on Xj

mightaccolopli,,11.ThusifX.were social class-i.e., if the upper class

schools bad better resource mlnPoemynt (for the outputs considered) than

lower class schoolsthen we would have 11n lay of estimating a frontier for

lower class schools.

If, in addition, t hcs schools w i t.h bet for resource' roo-nagon-nt al so have

more inputs, then the c.\isLcUc or these inputs Will appear more highly Cur-

rolatc:d with outputs tha,, they would be under average management. It is dif-

ficith to MI INhc.,111; r 11c..rc is a real di I fcrenk e, oioow, principals' ob 1.1 ita.cs

111)I,
C ; 1y a,1i1ch is (tr,-,ioniy aiwor,(,(1 nol 1"ick-11-w; lhc

s 1 op c,1 a .1 (T.) '); 11;:111, 1;011.1(1 P. 11'3 (:(11)' r, t limo ..-1(,);),.,s hen,. II

va,-(u) ( 1 w"111 , coy ) 1 , 111111 thy of igina 1 hi e,s t (I 1)0

iirm 1h, re IS.(' ,; e;; lie, n..).,r; the 1e one co:0d not say -th:A. error

curri,4; wi hi -o Viola *y >It of' 1 he in;:trot- i enc.. of consl ruct icn If I be

o! hal I 1(.5 o kk chit vor ionck t; uly i.ri oroup.d the fi 1 1c-d

grO;'.sion

.

1'1,1 .1,111 he ti t tli,. I rue iclo1 itinFhip 1,..mA.41 X. and oulpot k
will 1;1'1 c'i . 1
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to rl!naz;e their re:.ource, in terms of pi educing outputs. To the extent that

this is true, and 1.1,c, 11; it will be reflected more in analyses involvin,:, mere

than no district, In in analyses confined to ono district. The argumLnts

for this problem of multi-di,;trict anal> ses have already been presented. If

the real resources purchascd vary between dishicts, then the variables repre-

senting social class (or, possibly, race) will incorporate the managerial

gains in these districts. Al multi-district study, then, corresponds to case

number 2, where technical efficiency is correlated with variables in the

analysis, probably with social clat-.s variables. A frontier cannot be de-

termined, nor can the effects of "social class" variables be interpreted.

Within a district, (S l have argued, the situation appear F.; to be

closes to case number ono. Principls are probably approximately randomly

distributed with respect to their technical managerial ability. An attempt

to locate true frontier schools appears in Part lV of this paper.
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There is no way to know in what year a pupil transferred into the

school he is now in, and of course tracing pupils to other schools would not

only have been expensive, but in most cases virtually impossible.5 We do

know, for our sixth grade sample, how many children had been t6 other

-schools; the present sample eliminates those that answered that they had

been in more than one school.
6

We divided the sample by race, eliminated those children who reported

no sex, those in'schools with incomplete records, and those in suburbs of

Eastmet.
7

From a city and suburb sample of 4505 children, this left a sample

of 1055 black and'whitechildren, of which the 597 whites are used here. Of the

original 36 Eastmet city schools, 35 could have appeared in the white sample, as

only one school was all black. However only 30 schools survived the pruning.

Several schools, in fact, are represented by only one child. In previous regres-

sions this has not been a major concern, but in this paper it is.

A major problem when one wants to estimate a production relationship

is detennining the appropriate production unit. If each unit is an observa-

tion, then each unit should have.equal weight. When we are talking about

average relationships facing children, then children are the appropriate unit.

Each child is equal weighted, and his situation is recorded. If many children

are in the same situation, but respond differently i.e., have different out-

put scores, but the saw inputs- -then the correlation between inputs and outputs

the major quostion here is what if the student came from a school not
in the original sample? Should schoolwide data be collected for that one
child?

The question read: "How many different schools have you gone to since

you started the first grad'?" The first pos!dble allSWLl' to this question was:
"Oneonly this school." Only children who cheaed this answer remain in our data
sample.

7Somr school S 111. st:1- of records, .sny, from chi Icli.nn , bin not aliother, ,
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is reduced,. Although researchers who use individual data as opposed to

grouped data complain that their R2 arc low (1 have been known to be wnong

them), it properly is so, for it says that these children are not subject

to a firm relationship indicating their test scores Although statistically

one likes to have a perfect fit of his regression equations, one does have

to wonder morally what kind of a world it would be if we could predict per-

fectly a child's reading score from knowledge of his social class and school

resources.. The k2 we get are high enough. 1 would be frightened by a more

determinate world

The task at hand is not to estimate relationships averaged over chil-

dren, but to estimate technical relationships of production. In this case,

the production unit is the school. Each school should have equal weight. On

the other hand, each child should be allowed to enter his own background.

That is, some correction can be made on a per-child basis for differences in

quality upon entering the production process, and differences in ability to

respond to the production process. As has already been indicated, I can correct

for both of these effects to somo extent, but I cannot easily distinguish

between them, The following fonnula weighted each school equally, and each

child equally within each school:

8
On the other hand, there is a groat deal of error in individual scoreswhich is reduced by grouping. If error dominates the individual child regres-SiOL:, they are of no adan(ege. We do not know that this is the case, how-

ever, and until so:wow shous that It is, I will continne to accept the logicwhich calls, for using the individual variations which we can observe.
9
lt would also he frightenin;; to find that the world is, after all,linear. I will give enoly.1) evi,lence below to dispel that not ioh, however.
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rj
3

where N. = number of children in school j

. W.. took the extreme values of 19.90 (for the one-child schools), and .131.)

(for the largest school). Some children were thererlre weighted over 150

times others. As shockingly explicit as this weighting is, it is not un-

usual. Those researchers who use data grouped by school are doing the same

thing, except they ignore intra-school variation indicated by background

variables. Unless they weight their observations by N (or one could argue

for 11N), they are using per-pupil weights similar to those used here.

Production function estimates, then, require a different kind of data

set than was collected here. I am correcting as well as I can for that deficiency.

In a survey designed to produce data for production function estimation, we

would want to take a representative sample from each observation, to try to

get approximately equal-sized samples per school. In one school this might

mean sampling 1 in 100, though in another school the sanple might he 1 in 10.

There is no need to get more observations just because the school is bigger,

if it is treated as a produ.Ition unit. If there are economies or diseconomies

of scale, this should be indicated by a scale factor. if different kinds of

children go to big than to little schools, this should be corrected for by co-

variance techniqw,s. Nt the theory of sampling for production information is

diffe;en from that used in tho YIPS report , which was investigating average

characteristic of child)cn. Nubile children must be treated separately, in

production function estiation, or not at all.
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Four hinds of variables have been defined. First there are control

variables for sex and age. These are binary coded variables. The children

arc in the sixth grade, where it is a well-known phenomenon that girls do

better than boys on achievement tests. Students who reported that they were

12 years old or older are separated by a binary variab1e.
10

Second, there is a set of student background variables. These control

for the quality of the input upon entering the production process, for con-

tinued production during the period of schooling, and interaction with resources

in school. An Index of Possessions, the child's report of his Father's Edu-

cation level, the child's report of the number of People Living in his Home, tract

his report of whether he attended Kindergarten appear as background variables.

Four school variables are used as production estimates: Teacher Test Score,

Teacher's full-time Teaching Uperience, Teachers' Racial Preference,

and the Principal's report of whether the school engaged in tracking.

Teacher's Racial Preference is, as it says, a question which asked what racial

composition the teacher preferred. A higher answer indicates preference for

whites. The Test Score was a 30 question vocabulary quiz.

The teachers were selected for this sample if they indicated that they

taught in the third thrungh fifth grades. Their individual responses were

averaged, and the average applied to each student.11 Teachers in the third

30,
utner forms for the a!,(' variable Were experimented with, but in a

binary cfl.lad classification a variable donoting exceptionally young children
W8S not significant, whereas the WC for old children vas. Thus this one
binary variable suffices.

31
ln future vu)L by Levin and nvelf we will discuss the implications

of this averaging, wilh some estimates of the kinds of observational error
it can imply.
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grade who reported thrty had not been in this school when the sixth grade

students Were third graders are not eliminated. There' is a bias either way:

to eliminate them would make the sample too old and experienced, as there is

a gOod deal of turnover of young teachers. Including them makes the sample

too young and inexperienced, as to some extent young teachers replace old.

Furthermore, the biases arc different in different schools. This means

that a really careful data collecting job for production estimates should

collect data on teachers who were there, in lower grades, when the students

were.

The final variable type is a binary variable which describes a certain

amount of interaction. By listing the schools and their characteriStics, I

was able to discern four in which the school resource measures were somewhat

low relative to the social class of the students, and four in which the Ye-

sources were quite high though the students were of quite low social class. 12

For each set of schools I defined a binary variable if the student was himself

of above average social class, and another variable if he was below. Thus the

student's class is interacting with a general description of the match between

his school's resources and his peers' social class. Of all these variables, two

survive into this exposition: HiSesLoRes-MdPeer indicates an above average

social class student in a school with low values of resources and middle range

of peers. LoSes-HiRes-LoPeer indicates a below average student in a high

resource school, with low class peers.

Means and standard deviatiow; arc given in Table IV-1 for the two output

variables and the school variables. The means in the first two columns are cal-

culated per child. That this--- IS not the average teacher characteristic, nor

12
Another group had hich resource values and middle social class.
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the average school characteristic, but the teacher or school characteristic
which,

on the average, is faced by an Eastnet sample child. The ''Total Sample" columns
refer to the sample of white children in Eastmet city and suburbs with complete
school records. The "Regression Sample" coltmins are averaged over the 597 chil-
dren who attended one central city school from the first grade: The statistics
,presented here are so close because the one-school only sample in the central
city represents higher performing children than the city children in general.
Thus the mean scores are lower in the city than in the suburbs, but higher among
one school children than more-than-one school children, and these differences
about balance out. Similarly, Teacher Test Score is lower in the suburbs than
in the city, but higher in the col for these children than for the entire sam-
ple. Experience is loWer in the suburb, and this difference is not corrected
by taking this select sample. Similarly, Tracking is more prevalent in the cen-
tral city.

The third column of Table EV-1 contains the means of the weighted vari-
ables as they actually entered the regression equation. These are averages over
schools. Apparently the higher scoring children are in larger schools, in this
sample, than the lower scoring children. Since, as the comparison of columns 1
and 2 shows, the pupils are representative of the Eastmet sample, the question
arises whether the schools are representative of the Eastmet schools. I have
not been able to determine the extent of representativeness for this paper.
Since there is no test of the

representativeness of the entire Eastmet sample,
it is not clear how much information would be gained by knowing how like the
Eastnet sample the sub-sz:mple is.

Additional vo, iables will be defined below, but in all cases they are
transformations of theses variables: What a variable means should not be con-
fused wi th its name. The tracking vari able, for example, defines two groups of
schools. IVenty-two schools had the value 2 (track for all students), seven
the value 0 (no tracking), and only one between,. But what characteristic
about these two group:, mai\ ce, t hem different is not nuces:.1 ri 1 y the deg ryo of
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TABLE. 1V1

Means and Standard Deviations

of Production Variables

Eastmot City Whites

Regression
Samn]e_

=

Mean

597

S.D.

Total

Mean

Samle
1727

S.D.

Weighted
Smunle
N = 597

Mean. S.D.

Verbal Score 35.1 10.1 35.4 10.4 25.3 11.9

Reading Score 23.6 7.1 23.4 7.3 17.8 8.2

Teacher Test 24.7 1.8 24.6 1.7 23.0 2.4

Teacher Experience 15.1 5.1 13.6 5.0 10.8 4.6

Teacher Race Preference 6.9 1.0 7.0 1.0 5.8 1.1

Tracking 1.5 .8 1.2 1.0 1.5 .8
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tracking. Indeed, all these schools probably engage in a form of tracking.

The difference could be in the principals who admit it and the principals who

do not, or in any number of unimagined characteristics which happened to be

picked up by this classification. For this reason, I will follow this con-

vention: When J am referring to the variables in the equations, I will

'capitalize them, no matter what the context. Thus Experience always means

the Experience Measure in my schools, whereas experience means real teaching

experience. I will simply avoid beginning a sentence with the word Experience

if I mean experience. At times J use different words to mean the same thing,

such as Preference for Whites instead of Racial Preference. The meaning should

be clear, and the capitalization rule will always apply.

The One City Sample

Most analyses using EEOS data use many cities. Some, in fact, like

the original presentation by Coleman and his allies, do not even investigate

the city representation.
13

here seem to be good reasons to include a number

of cities in one analysis, and good reasons on the other hand to study one

city only. Some of the differen&es in results are revealing, and deserve some

exposition.

In Part III the importance of knowing the focus, the object of the

school's education was eNplained. 'Thus, for a crude exmple, one would not

.

mix academic and vocational or technical high schools in the same production

13
1`:e are never inVoiroA, for example, how many schools are repre-

sented in Col(man's smple or 1000 students, nor, besides largo regions, where
these schools are.
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function analysls.
14

One might expect that different kinds of cities aim at

different kinds of outputs. That is, at the high school level--and therefore

indirectly at lower levels--the politically dominant group determines the

focus of the school. That this focus is real and definable and political can

easily be seen in cities which change their nature. BroCkton, Massachusetts,

for example, in changing from a blue-collar to a white-collar city,

industry changed from shoes to electronics, has had corresponding

as the

changes in the focus of its high school with reasonably open political debate.

To the extent that the input structure of a school reflects the aim of

that school, then the only problem with including schools of different aims

in one analysis is one of interpretation. As a production function, the

measure would still be incorrect. As a determinant of average relationships,

it would not be bad. For example, suppose schools which tried to place their

students into prestigious colleges deliberately hired teachers with academic

majors in college, and schools which tried to place their graduates in the

labor force deliberately hired teachers with education majors.15 As an

average relationship, we would find that academic majors of teachers are associ-
.

ated with college-type shillssay, Verbal Score. It would be wrong to asswo

that a school which hiled wore academic majors would necessarily produce as

much of these skills, as indicated by heir association, without a concomitant

chane in policy. The estimates, as production estimates, would Be biased

141urhhead ( 5 ) , for exalliple, specifically excludes 12 technical and
vocational schools, and :,,us school for the physically handicapped, from his
analysis of Chicago high schools. On the other hand, he excluded only two
vocatioral high schools Irv) his Allanta.sawle, app:, not recwni.iing
that the five, Negro schools wr.le also "technical" sd is in that peculiar
euphemism or the South. The HOS high school data does not identify the school
as academic c vocational.

15 011
v,v types of schools are assuled to fall in the middle.
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upwards because they had not accounted for managerial discretion. On the

other hand, these particular types of teachers presunably are hired because

they have an effect in t1): di 2ction which the school is emphasizing. There-

fore it would still be currect to assume that there would be some effect on

college-type skills from-hiring more academic-major teachers, even with no

managerial change.

This explanation, however, asserts more rationality and technical com-

petence on the part of school authorities than probably exists. Indeed,

John Owen has recently attempted to identify supply and demand characteristics

of teachers, to see if he could find if schools deliberately sought "quality"

teachers by offering higher pay. He found that this was not the ca:,.
16

Thus between cities we might expect the relationship between the focus of schools

and their input structures to be essentially random. This could leau to un-

biased estimates of real production relationships.

The problem with this argument is that, though as far as school board

demand is concerned the characteristics of teachers is not a function of the

focus of the school, they still 1.nay be so. A blue collar school on a blue collar

budget has a smaller supply of academic major teachers, and therefore has a

structure dominated by education - majors, even if the school would like (but

cannot affo:d) more academic majors. There will be variation within that school

li strict, and a school with more academic majors may produce more college type

outputs. But j( t1i5 system WilS pooled with others, then in some other system

this same puiccntage of acadc,i(--major teachers might produce more college typo

16
Sue Owun (19).
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output; and 'education majois would produce less blue-collar output thin

found in the first school. The result could be no academic effect found

for academic majors, or blue-collar effect from education majors even though

both effects occur in both districts. 17

Jt would be convenient to argue that this dilemma disappears in a one-

city analysis, because the focus of the schools is constant. As we know,

however, this is not the case. In fact, we can be reasonably certain that

within the 30 elementary schools in the Eastmet white saple, some schools

are more on towards producing the skills tested by the EEOS tests

than others. The best analysis, clearly, would involve choosing from

sever:;l cities those schools with common shill goals, and testing the pro-

duction of those skills. There are, nonetheless, some further arguments

for using a one city sample, which can be reproduced from 13urkhead: 18

A great many of the variables whose influence on output

is difficult to isolate are held constant for a single

city. The labor market for teachers and the market for

other f. ctor inputs is reasonably uniform for the city

as a whole and . [therefore] a given outlay will

pu,..lhase inputs of similar quality.

Some aspects of "administrative responses" may

also be uniform within a single' largecity system.

Since in preparation of the Lastmet sample l experimented with regres-

sion estimates including suburban schools with the Fastmet city schools, I had

a chance to notice some differences in results. One will be stressed here, be-

17
For a diz4vmmnatic expo:Ation of this problem, see Michelson ( 16 ) ,

pp. 123-325.

18
Burkhead ( 5 ) , p. 39.
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cause it points to an important problem of interpretation. The importance

of Teacher Experienceimportance defined as regression coefficient, Beta

coefficient, or increment to R2--is'greater in the single city sample than

in the city-suburb sample. There seems to be a good explanation for this,

which casts considerable doubt on an interpretation of the Experience coef-

ficient as indicating a production relationship.

Suburban systems tend to have younger teachers than central city

systems. That is, among districts, social class and experience are nega-

tivcly correlated. This is only partly explained by the rate of population

growth of the suburbs, i.e., the relative newness of the positions occupied,

naturally, by relatively new teachers.19 The rest of the explanation pre-

sumably lies in deliberate policies of suburbs to maintain a turnover in staff

so as to minimize the cost of expensive experienced teachers. Given a

surplus supply of tcacher4 to sublrban systems, they can operate this way.

Within any system, city or suburb, a positive correlation exist, between

teacher experience and pupil social class. This is due, at least in part, to the.

well-known seniority choice system: the more senior teachers can chobse to

fill vacancies in schools before the now teachers are assigned. This is vir-

tually universally true; and it is observed to occur. Thus the experienced

teachers20 are found in the schools which produce--or from which emanate--

academic skill!), at least partly because they associate' themselves with

children who will, with them or without them, acquire thew shins..

19,
oee Oi.;1:11 ( 19 ) for evidence on this point.

2°Stricily speal:ing, experience in present system, not over-all experi-
ence, is the correct measure of seiority'. These wasures are highly correlated,however.



Since this seems to be a description of the system at work, we would

expect that regression reselts would show Experience mole associated with

output within than between systems. As noted, this is exactly what we do

find. The inter-city estimate would therefore be better for determining

the actual production effect of Experience than the one-City estimate. For

this reason I will de-emphasize the strikingly significant relationships

between Experience and the test score outputs found below.

This argument does not pertain to any variable ether than Experience.

To the extent that teachers with higher Test Score want to move to higher

class schools, they are perhaps more able to do so between than within

districts. By their personal appeal in interviews, they may be preferred in

new hiring by the suburban schools. But they would not have seniority in

a single cEstrict. So the association between Test Score and output Scores

of children probably better describes production in one-city estimation,

and has more of a component of deliberate and prior association in the multi-

district analyses. This art unent holds for Race Preference also, and

,probably a fortiori.
21

Simyle Linear Eqpat ions_

The' "simple linear" equational foil') has been implicitly defined as

that uhere the variabl.!, are linearly additive, not transformed, cind not in-

volved in interactions. Since thic does not exclude dividing variables into

categories and entering these categories separately, the simple linear form

does not necessarily mean that the relationship between output and the ori-

21
By a similar argu,ea, school management efficiency is likely to be

randm city, but as;:ociated with social class betwcen cities.
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ginally coded variable is linear. For example, Experience as a scaled

variable might 1)c independent variable X1 in the following equation:

Y = a+bX + bX + d Z
1 2 2 1 1

where Y is a school output

X is a school resource

Z is a background measure

The effect of an increase in one unit of X1 is to increase Y by b1 units.

However Experience could be a categorized variable, where:

X
1

i9 4-8 years of experience

X
2
is more than 8 years of experience.

We can no longer consider "a unit increase" in Experience, but must consider a

shift of categories. The constant, a, includes the effect of having 0-3 years

Experience. The effect of moving into the 4-8 category is hi, and the effect

of moving into the 8+ category is b2. Thus in terms of the scaled Experience

variable, non-linear effects are allowed for, In the equations presented

here, I do not take advantage of this possibility, and present scaled variables

for inherently scaled measures.

As mentioned in the section describing the data sample, 1 will add

two binary coded "interaction" variables. Being in the category defined by

the interaction gives a child a value: of l, and not being in thia.category

gives him the value oC 0. iho coefficient, then, indicates the gain or loss

in output, other things equal, from being, in that category, i.e., from having

that particular type of interaction.
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TWo equations area presented in Table 1V-2, in a format which will be

continued throughout this Pait of the paper. The coefficients

are listed in a colun, and underneath
each coefficient is its standard error.

The standard error is essentially an estimate of the standard deviation of

the random error around the regression coefficient. If this standard devi-

ation is "large," then there is a great deal of error, and the coef-

ficient may well not be what the estimate says it is. "Large" can be defined

in terms of the coefficient itself, implicitly testing whether the error is

such that the true coefficient may likely be zero, the estimated coefficient be-

ing a result of sampling error. A convenient rule of thumb is to reject a coef-

ficient if it is smaller in absolute value than its standard error (i.e., if

zero lies within one standard error of the estimate of the coefficient). Almost

all coefficients presented will be larger than their standard errors.

Random error is assumed distributed according to the normal distri-

bution, or "bell-shaped" curve. The bulk of the error lies close to the mean.

In fact, less than 5 percent of the error is more than two standard errors

from the mean. Thus if the coefficient (in absolute value) is more than twice

its standard error, it is highly improbable that the true coefficient is zero.

"True" here does not refer necessarily to the real production relationship, but

the coefficient which would be found if what we measure as error is truly

randow, and we z:ampled J00 pc:1cent oc the relevant population.

The dependent variable:;, or outputs of produLtion, are Verbal Score

and Reading ',core of these sixth grad children. The first two columns of

Table 1V2 11,,t the equations for these two variables, the specification of

the equations (i.e., which vatiables pro .included) dillotiny, because of the
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TABLE 1V-2

Simple Linear Regressions

Regression Coefficients
Verbal Rc:acling

' Beta Weights
Verbal Reuling

Sex
2.54 3.35

.106 .205(.69) (.48)

Age 12+
-8.82 -4.12 -.207 -.141(1.17) (.87)

People in Home -.221
-.056(.12)

Possessions 1.06 1.66 .217 .495(.17) (.11)

Father's Ed. .572 .219 .123 .069(.14) (.10)

Kindergarten 3.26
.131

(.79)

Teacher lest .999 .347 .201 .302(.18) (.11)

Teacher Experience .490 .329 .189 .185(.076) (.06)

Racial Preference 1.38
.126

(.39)

HiSes-LoRes-MdPr 4.63 3.08 .074 .072(1.86) (1.34)

LoSes-HiRes-LoPr -10.94
-.190

(1.87)

Tracking
-3.63

-' -.170
(.28)

Constant
27.52 -9.84.

.R
2

.611 .525



statistical considerations (the_ coefficients relative to their standard

errors) just discussed. I see no theoretical
reason why People In Home should

. be related to the Verbal Score of the children, but not to Reading Score; nor

Teacher Race Preference nor whether the child went to Kindergarten. One

could argue, after the fact, that this makes some sense, but I had no par-

ticular expectation a pLipri about these variables.
Similarly, whatever it

is that the Tracking variable indicates seems related to Reading, but not

to Verbal Score of these Children, although I have no theoretical explanation

for this.22 Al the bottom of these first two colums is the constant of

the equation (a), and the R
2
, or measure of the percentage of variation in Y

which has been accounted for by the Xi and Z. Although the specification of

the variables in the equation did not proceed in an attempt to maximize R
2

,

the algorithm which estimates the parameters (the coefficients), given the

specification, does do so. These coefficients then are the set of co-

efficients which best explains variations in y, for the given list of input

variables.

The third and fourth colums present "Beta Weights." These are the

regression coefficients weightedby the relative size of the standard devi-

ations of the input and output variables. One can say "a one standard devi-

aticaiwreaseinX.will produce a /7 . standard deviation increase in Y"

(assuming /5i is positive). ince the units of the variables sometimes have

iaese results show, however, the e'tremc weakness in must presenta-tions of these analyses which concentrate on one output. The justification oftenis that all the EhOS output measure:, are correlated. This is certainly trueFor this sample, the correlftiou by pupil between Reading, and Verbal Score was.84; for the entire 1:istmot 5,:v.Iplo, not stratified by lace, limber of schools
attended, etc., .8S. Neneth,.less, hi!th correlation dues not mean that input.
output specifications will be identical, nor even that inputs will have the
same mlative effect on both outputs.
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no particular intuitive meaning, expressing them in tenns of Beta weights can

be quite helpful. With an unrepresentative sample, as this surely is, the

Beta weights arc considerably more suspect than the regression coefficients.

In addition, one may not care about historical variation: Not "what is the

reaction of Y to one standard deviation increase in Teacher Test," but "What

would Y be if Teacher Test .were at 30-thc =Amin' might be the relevant

question. The regression coefficients are used to answer this. However,

absent prices--which eventually become the crucial element in judging ef-

fectiveness of one input vs. another- -the Beta weights give some sense of

the relative, import of one variable as opposed to another. All equations will

present both sets of coefficients, but the discussion will focus on the re-

gression coefficients.

The effects of the control variables for sex and age are striking.

Girls are 1/4 a standard deviation ahead of boys in Verbal Score, and

nearly 1/2 a standard deviation ahead on Reading Score, adjusted for social

class, age, and access to school resources. The 27 exceptionally old children,

adjusted for sex, etc., arc virtually a standard deviation below the mean in.

Verbal Score, and 2/3 of a standard deviation below in Reading Score.
23

Of

the background variables, Kindergarten attendance is quite important in terms

of generating Verbal Score points, Father's Education could be important in

23
ihe equation estimates the mean output measure exactly - except for

rounding eirw-e-when the input variables are set at their mean levels. Theeffects reported here considei extreme values of the control variables, ascompared to their mean values. '1 he estimeto of the differme, between buysand girls is obtained by setting this variable, at 1 for girls, at 0 for boys.
The mean of thy ago control is .08S, and herefere one can think of the dif-
ferences reported here as diffe)ing from other children or dilloring from the
mean of all children with little consequence to the results. The standard devi-ations come from Table IV-1.
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the case of large differences, but. Possessions is the most important in terms
of observed variation.

Of the school
variables, Tea'cher Test seems the most important. Experi-

ence is suspect, for reasons detailed above. But for what it is worth, two
years of experience would scent to "trade" for one Test Score point in producing
Verbal Score, and one year of Experience is worth one Test point in producing
Reading Score. The shift from average (per pupil) to maximum quality teachers
would produce an average of about 5 Verbal Score pointsone half 'a standard
deviation--and less than two points--about one quarter of a standard deviation

_
of Reading Score.

24
Using per-school averages, the gains would be somewhat

greater. Teachers who preferred all-white schools would presumably produce
about four bore points of Verbal

Score than the mean Racial Preference, or two
fifths of a standard deviation.

The difference in Reading Score between Tracking
and Not Tracking would be.nearly one half a standard

deviation, though the antici-
pated improvement of not Tracking over the mean would be three quarters of that
mnount.

The interaction terms included in the. simple linear form as siMple
variables also have striking values. The combination of having low background
and being in a school with low backgroudd will produce eleven points less of
Verbal Score than would otherwise be predicted, if the school has high re-
sources. That is, these

resources seem to affect other children, but not
. .

these particular children. That could be because they do not receive the high
resources in the school

, and this variable corrects for an error in the resource-__---__-----____
24since

neither equation held constant the other output, the effects ofincreasini; resources are additite
between' equations. This is, to he honest,an indication that the original

coefficients should have been esthnated by litureinvolved simultaneous
procedures, which were discussed in Part 11) of this paper.
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variables for these children, or because the combination of their own back-
ground culture plus a similar doMinant school culture simply swamps the effect
which resources has on other children.

Eleven children had this characteristic,
possibly too few to draw any conclusions about. Thirteen children in thiS sample
with higher than average backgrounds were in schools with low resource values and
average peers. They did better than the effect of the low resources would have esti
mated. This is possibly because they in fact had high

resources within their
schools, masked by the averaging process. It is also possibly because the
culture of the school was not such as to prevent them from learning, and
their learning was derived from their

background characteristics. Since the
effect of within-school resource allocation cannot be separated from that of
peer-individual interaction, there is no way at present to choose one interpre-
tation over the other. But the magnitude of these coefficients suggests
that the assignment of these children into separate classifications did in
fact reflect some reality, even if. I cannot without being arbitrary explain
what that reality is.

Two things which have been emphasized
over and over should bb more

clear now. First, in discussing the "trade" between a year of Experience and
a point of Teacher Test Score, no decision could be made on which was a
better buy-- assuming both represented

production estimateswithout knowing
how much.they cost. Second, the idea that there is one rate of.thde between
these two items, independent of the amounts currently present in a particular
school, seems especially far fetched when the numbers are at hand. In this

paper I will do nothing to add information about prices. However, let us pro-
ceed immediately to consideration of equations which allow for level.dcpendent

estimates of the marginal output effect of input changes.
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Interactions

As discussed in Part II above, the multiplicative
interaction teen

allows an estimate of the effect of an increment in one variable to be de-
pendent on the level of another variable present. Needless to say, inter-
action terms could be defined in terms of a product of more than two vari-
ables, or in categories of interactions. For this demonstration, simple
products of two variables have been entered, and equations have been refined
on consideration of these variables. 25

The interaction equations appear in
Table IV -3.

In the Verbal equation, Teacher Test does not appear asa variable
except in the interaction terms. We can calculate the rate of change of
Verbal score of students with small changes in Teacher Test as follows:

.165 (Experience) -.116 (Race Preference)

It is appropriate
to consider the value of this expression at the

weighted means, or the average of school means of the variables.

This value is 1.10. The regression coefficient and hence partial derivative
of Teacher Test in the simple linear estimate was 1.0. The standard error of
this estimate was .18. Thus the value from this equation

with interactions,
evaluating at the means, is well within one standard error of the value esti-

mated from the simple linear form, and therefore not statistically distinguishable

25
One should pay mole attent

plicat.ive interaction than I do her
either by the. Si 7C of its units, 01
variable. The coefficient will be

ion to the units in which one defines multi-
e. One variable may dominate the interaction
by a large variance relative to the other
interpreted as applying to both, however.
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TABLE IV- 3

Linear Regressions with Interactions

Regression Coefficients A? Weights

Verbal Reading Verbal. Reading

Sex 2.77 3.61 .116 .221
(.69) (.47)

Age 12+ 8.47 -3.79 -.199 -.130
(1.16) (.85)

People in Home .173 -.044
(.12)

Possessions 1.10 .918 .225 .274
(.17) , (.27)

Father's Education .532 .196 .114 .062
(.14) (.098)

Kindergarten 3.65 :146
(.79)

Teacher Test 1.30 - -.383
(.41)

Teacher Experience -3.53 -3.62 -1.363 -2.045
(1.18) (.83)

Race Preference 4.23 .385 .035
(4.26)

HiScs-LoRes-MidPeer 3.42 1.522 .054 -.122
(1.86) (1.36)

LoSes-HiRes-LoPeer -10.20 -.177
(1.83)

Tracking -1.18 1.972
(.33)

(Experience) (Test) .165 .134 1.652 .106
(.018) (.036)

(Test)(Race Preference) -.116 .0252. -.336 .483
(.091) (.013)

(Experience) (Possessions) .0798

(.013)
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from that estimate. In this sense we can see that the simple linear form
may give average estimates of parameters.

I have selected two schools with near the lowest and near the highest

Experience levels with which to investigate the range estimates. Thus the
values which I will give below are neither the highest nor lowest values

obtainable, to be conservative in the face of a sample and sampling process
which leaves much to be desired. Since my school coding is arbitrary and un-
related to the original ELOS code (which, even so, does not identify schools
by name or location), I will use my code numbers for this exposition. School
#79, with average Teacher Experience of 3.7 years, and school #86, with
average Teacher Experience of 17.5 years, will be the demonstration cases
throughout this. section.

School //79 would respond negatively, though hardly at all, to a

small change in average Teacher Test Score. Its derivative is -.10, indi-
cating that a 1 point gain in Teacher Test Score would produce

a .1 loss in pupil Verbal Score, if all other values stayed the sane. For
example this assumes that Teacher Preference for White Students, which is about
at the mean of schools, would be unchanged. if Preference for Whites increased
when higher Test Score teachers were hired (these two factors are Correlated

greater than .4), then the ustiwated decline in Pupil Score on account of

Teacher Test Score would be larger, assuming these teachers with higher Test
Score and greater Preference for Whites were as equally Experienced as current
school 1179 teachers. Of course the direct effect of higher preference is
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positive. The correlation between Test Score and Experience is lower than

that between Test Score and Race Preference (being less than .2), so random

Selection of teachers on the basis of their Test Scores might seem to indicate

a negative effect on pupils in this school (and with regard to the output

"Verbal Score," though we shall find a negative relationship between Reading

and Test for this school, also).

ThiS is not so, as one can easily see by picturing the distribution of

teachers with respect to Experience. Picking "randomly" from a pool of

teachers with Test Scores higher than that in school #79- -which has an average

Score higher than the mean school in Eastmet or, for that matter, the nation26--

one is picking from teachers also with higher than moan Experience. This is

true because of the correlation between Experience and Test Score. Since the

school in question is well below the mean in Experience, then the actual net

effect of picking teachers with higher than average Test Scores, but otherwise

randomly, will be to increment pupil test score.

The point of this discussion is to make clecr the limited meaning of

the "partial derivative" in assessing policy, it would take a very non-random

selection of teachers to actually produce a decline in Pupil Verbal Score:

all characteristics but one, Test Score, would have to remain constant. And

since these characteristics are extreme values to begin with, there is a

natural tendency for them to become less extreme with random seleCtion. If,

on the other haJ, School 79 is a school which always gets inexperienced

26
Colewn, et al. ( 7 ) do not actually give the mean teacher Test

Score,hut the score-of-the teacher of the average pupil, in Table 2.33.1, page
131. My School f,79 has a higher averne than that facing any group of children
listed in this table.
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teachers,.i.e., teacher selection is not random, a deliberate policy to
increase experience will plow beneficial, even if average Test Score would,
decline.

27
We cr.n sec this by taking the derivative with respect to

Experience:

Y
-DERliFfiencj .3.53 + .165 (Teacher Test)

At the average Teacher Test for school #79, this value is +.64, or indicating
over six times the gain in Verbal Score for a year's experience than the loss
in Verbal Score from a point of Teacher Test score.

Once again, however, we should take account of the fact that a randomly
selected teacher with higher experience will still have a lower test score
than the average teacher in School #79. 28 How low would it have to be to decrease
the Verbal Score of pupils? Where the derivative is a function of one variable
oily, as in this case, we can solve for the level of that variable a' which the

Yderivativechangessip(inthosecasesinA
a

Exichitdoes).Setting----0pand solving the equation immediately above, we find that Test Score must fall
below 21.4 before this expressibn

becomes less than zero. Since this figure
is below the average Test Score for this swnple (or the nation), and since I
am sampling only teachers above a minimum level of experience, it would require

27_
!his discussion, of course, assumes that I have estimated a real pro-duction relationship. Frm preceding comments on Experience above , it shouldbe clear that I give little ciedence to the

estimated relationship betweenExperience and outputs being a production relationship. Tnis discussion isproceeding, however, to demonstrate the use of production estimates if we hadany.

28T
his effect is actually a function of the distributions of the twofactors. We are selecting

randomly from teachers with more than 3.'7 years ex-perience, and asking whether, on the average, these teachers have lower than25.3, the current School #79 mean, on the Teacher Test.
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a negative correlation between Experience and score to produce an expected

Test Score low enough to reduce Output. As we know, there is a slight posi-

tive correlation between Experience and Test Score. So one could randomly select

teachers on the criterion that they be more experienced than those in School

#79, with confidence that this will improve the output of that school. Fur-

thermore, such a selection will induce a higher payoff to the already high

Test Score present in that school, as seen in the derivative of Verbal

Score (of students) with respect to Test Score (of teachers).

Note that all this makes some sense with regard to how schools

might actually work. School #79, this discussion indicates, could profit

greatly from a selection procedure which brought some experience to the

school, even atthe loss of some Test Score. If one selected random among

applicants with high Test Score, there might be some improvement also, but

this is just because that Test Score is likely to be associated with Experi-

ence. If one selected nonrandomly, for teachers like those in this school

but with higher Test Score, the improvement would be small or even negative.

The school might be characterized as having far above average teachers in terms

of their talents, but far below average teachers in terms of their abilities

to put that talent to use in producing school output. A couple of Experienced

teachers, even if not as capable ,of sc)ring well on tests, could direct the

talents of the inexperienced teachers. There is, in other wordt,'a real inter-

action between experience and talent, which corresponds to the equation's in-

teraction between Experience and Test Score. Although on the average the

school system would use these equations to look for teachers with higher

Score, in this particular case, it should look for teachers with greater

Experience.
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I should note here that the interactions as defined are the product

of school means, not of individual teachers. In fact, the average of teacher

interactions will equal the interaction of teacher averages only if there

is no correlation between teacher attributes within schools. 29 Although it

is. important to consider the real-world conditions that Might produce the

significant interaction coefficients, it is facile and not altogether justifiable

to consider them as indicating interaction between different teachers. With-

out considering the characteristics of the different teachers, there is no way

to know if Experience and Test Score interact in that one teacher with both char-

acteristics is a super teacher, or because two teachers, each with one charac-

teristic, complement each other. To determine this difference, I would have had

to go back to the original teacher data, and re-aggregate by school, taking

interactions for each teacher, and averaging. When the variables are posi-

tively correlated, the average of individual interactions is larger than the

interaction of the means; and conversely when negatively correlated, it is

. smaller. I would expect that in most schools the values of Test Score and

Experience would be positively correlated. I see no reason to expect that they would

be positively correlated between schools, but negatively correlated within.

However this might not be the casein all schools, and it might be the case

to varying degrees. Thus the average of individual interactions would not

be a linear transfonn of the interaction of averages, and could'be expected to

produce different results. For the purposes of this paper, 1 felt this point

,:ould not be investigated further. It does bear keeping in mind, however,

29
' is s a well-known probability theorem that the expected value of, a

product is the product of the eNpected values only if the elements'in the
product are uncurl-elated.
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when it comes to interpreting the results.

We return now to the derivative of the Verbal equation with respect

to Test Score, and consider a school with high Experience, #86. Despite

a higher Preference for whites, and consequent negative effect, the rate of

increase in Teacher Test Score is 1.93. Thus School #86, which has an above

mean Test Score, could gain a great boost in output from selection of high

Test Score teachers. This selection, if random, will reduce the average

experience level of the school (which was selected as having a high experience

level), and thus reduce the incremental effect of further increases in Test

Score. Nonetheless, the Test Score in this school is lower than in'School

#79. While the Experienced but lower scoring teachers should be assigned to

School #79, the higher Scoring (if less Experienced) new teachers snould

be assigned to School #86.

This discussion has abstracted from price considerations. As Part I

of this paper suggested, the economic efficiency criterion needs prices for

a solution. If a year of Experience costs more or less than a peintof Test

Score, then the simple suggestions made above are not strictly relevant.

The method by which prices are accounted for was outlined in Part I. However,

to the extent that general productivity and cost considerations have led to

hiring those qualities in teachers which are most cost effective, and there is

now a pool of new teaehe)s to he assigned, the considerations above can pro-

ceed without reference to prices. They are policies of resource

allocation given resources. This, we have seen, is the concept of Technical

Efficiency. Jt assumes proper management in Schools #79 and #86, after the

policy, and in all schools (for estimation purposes) before the policy is
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enacted, It is one use to which a good production function could be put.

In addition, of course, the derivatives offered here could be combined with

price data--which might also be different for different schools-to determine

the most effective resource mix for a given budget. If either the prices

facing the schools or their output reactions are different, then different

resource allocation decisions apply to different schools.

The derivative with respect to Experience became negative at.a value

of Test Score not far below the mean. In fact, nine of the thirty schools take

on a negative value of this derivative, i.e., would lose output given more experi-

ence, and nothing else. At the means of the variables, the rate of change

of Verbal Score with respect to Experience is .36. Once again, this figure

is close to that of the coefficient in the simple linear regression, .49. In

Table IV-4 I have calculated the derivatives from the linear function at the

mean values of variables, and indicated how far (in terms of standard errors of

the coefficients from the simple linear equation) this estimate is from the

regression coefficient in the simple linear form. In all cases where school

resource variables interact with other resource variables, the difference from

the linear estimate is insignificant. Why the interaction with a background

variable
30

should so differently affect the resource estimate I do not know;

but this issue will be discussed below.

Before leaving the Verbal Score equation, we might look clt...its last

interaction derivative, that with respect to Race Preference. The equation

for this derivative appears in Table 1V-4. Calculating where it turns nega-

tive, we get a Test Score of 36.5--on a thirty question test! In other words,

30
interactionnteraction between Experience and Possessions in the Reading

Equation.
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TABLE 1V- 4

Partial Derivatives from Interaction Equations

Comparison with
partial from

Evaluated simple linear
Equation Partial at Means equations

(within-- standzird: errors)

Verbal

Y
= (Exp) - (Race 1.10

.36

1.57

.29

.01

.27

1.78

.56

1.7

.49

.55

5.17

n. r..

].09

.165 .116

Test Prof)

-3.53 + (Test).165

"DExp

Y
+ 4.23 - .]16 (Test)

1)RacePref

Reading

Zy
= -1.30 + .134 (lap) + .0252

DTest (Race

Prof)

ZY
-3.62 + (Test) +.134

.0798 (Posses)

= .0252 Pp)
"c) Race Pref

'o y
= + (Exp).918 .0798

Z Posses
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there is no really negative effect induced in the return to output from ad-

ditional Race Preference, as Test Scores are higher. There is a non-linear

relationship such that at higher Test Scores the effect of additional Preference

for Whites is diminished; but an increment of the Preference never results in

a lower score. At the maximum possible value of Test Store, 30, the return to

an additional point of Race Preference is .75 of a point of pupil Verbal Score.

At the mean Test Score, the return (remember, these are white children) to ad-

ditional White Preference is approximately 1.57 points of Verbal Score, insig-

nificantly different from the simple linear estimate.

In terms of comparing equations, note first that the coefficients

of the two "interaction" terms which had been entered, because of their form,

into the original simple linear equations, are hardly affected by these multi-

plicative interactions. Of the other variables not involved in the interaction

terms, only People in the Home was particularly affected. The coefficient. in

the interaction equation is not significantly different from zero at the

generally accepted 5 percent level. This variable had originally appeared in

the Reading equation also, with non-weighted estimation.
31

With estimation

by weighted regression this variable became insignificant in relationship to

Reading, and now with interaction its importance with respect to Verbal Score

is diminished. Given the stability of the effects of the other background

variables, one is inclined to ask just what People In The Home isareasuring.

It.is one of the many questions to which I have no answer, however.

The derivatives from the Reading equation can be calculated, and have

been presented for those variables with interaction in Table IV-4, above. Once

31
See Michelson ( 16), Table 1.
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again the partial derivative of the output equation with respect to Teacher

Test is negative for School #79 (- :66), positive for School #86 (1.25). It

is positive at mean values, and very close to the value of the Test coef-

ficient in the simple linear equation. Race Preference now can be sig-

nificantly entered into the Reading equation. There is no coefficient to

compare it to in the reading equation.32

The introduction of an interaction between a school variable and a

background variable has more policy significance than might at first be ap-
parent. The previous interactions had refined the notion of a derivative,

so that the best policy for
a particular school depended on the level of re-

sources already at that school. But there was no mention of requiring a dif-

ferent mix of resources for each school depending on the kinds of children

in that school. Yet just as teachers interact with each other, so that one's

experience might add to another's talent, so teachers and children interact.

It might be that some resources are particularly appropriate to some chil-

dren, other resources to other children. In a previous paper I have developed

this idea, calling it "Resource Specificity." The point I am making here is

a further development of that concept.
33

"Specificity" moans that different children react to different re-

sources differently. In general this can be tested by asking whether the same

321 did specify a simple linear Reading equation with Race Preferenceto determine a coefficient: It was .55, and the two derivatives diverge by lessthan one standard error. If a researcher had a theory about instruction which
included Race Preference as an important .variable, then he would not pay suchobeisance to statistical significance in determining the specification of hisequations.

33See Michelson (l6 ).



These may be by ethnic
group, urban-rural background, language in the home,

production function describes education for different types of children.

negative resource for others. But there could be some difference between

etc." If some grouping produces a different relationship between resources

and output, then different
resources are specific to these groups.

saying that their production relationships are different. In the present case,

charac-

teristics which define the group and all school variables. One is best off simply

conflict in sign: Experience is not a positive resource for some children, a

schools which would make more Experienced teachers more effective in some

than in others.

experienced teachers function better in interaction with higher social class stu-

I am claiming a much more limited interaction. There is, for example, no

Specificity implies that an interaction occurs between the charac-

If this were a production function, the implication would be that the more

stu-

dents. However, notice that the derivative of Experience, at the means, is

essentially zero, whereas the derivative with respect to Possessions has in-

creased

really a social class variable. On the other hand, two additional factors

equation). This might be used to strengthen my previous argument that Experience

creased close to two standard errors (with respect to the simple linear

should be noted here. The fi3st is that in this interaction, unlike the others,

there is within school variation. Each pupil has a Possessions'ilidex, whereas

each child in a school has the same Experience measure. Though this is true,

I du not see why this
argues that Possessions should take away the effect of

Experience in interaction. Thu second factor is that, given the units of coding,

the values for Experience were generally two to three, and at times more than

the single interaction coefficient, to roan the same tbing for on increase in

four tines the values entered
for Possessions.., This does strain the task of
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one unit of each variable. On the other hand, the difference between Test

Score and Race Preference was as severe, without such ill effects.

I have, then, no strong explanation for the difference between this

interaction and the others, in tenns of estimating, at the mean values, the

simple linear coefficient for Experience. However the important point is

made that part of the interaction investigated here is among resources them-

selves, and part is between resources and children. Given this latter inter-

action, there is no reason to think that all schools within a district should

have the same resources. A good production function estimation would help

determine which resources are best employed where.
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Non-Linear Transformations

Some non-linear forms can be brought within the estimation capabilities

of linear regression by transformations of the data. Two such transforma-

tions have been discussed, and will be presented in this section: parabolic

(i.e., second degree polynomial) and logarithmic (or multiplicative). To

justify one form or another, one ought to discuss the type of error assumed,

though this is seldom done. For example, the multiplicative form assumes

that error also has a multiplicative effect. Error is otherwise assumed ad-

ditive. I have no theoretical basis for assuming error is additive or multi-.

plicative and, like my predecessors, will say no more about it.

The equations utilizing squared terms appear in Table IV-5, and their

partial derivatives in Table 1V-6. It can be seen that adding one term in the

Verbal equation, three terms in the Reading equation, raises R 2
, though not

by much. The effects of the background and control variables remain fairly

much as they were. The effect of Teacher Test is raised in the Verbal equation.

As in the interaction equation, it never gets negative, despite the presence of

a negative term in the expression of the partial derivative. At 30 questions

correct, the derivative is still +.60. The overall effect of this transfonnation

is to raise the estimated effect of an increase of one point of Teacher Test

Score for must schools.

Teacher Test does not have this property with respect to the Reading

output. At 30 correct questions, the; rate of change of Treading' Score with irr5

crements to Teacher Test Score Is -.90. There is no unique Beta weight given

this transformation, because of course the effect of a sLan1ard deviation
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TABLE 1V-5

Weighted Regressions with Non-Linear Transfonnations

Eastmet City Whites

Regression Coefficients
Verbal Reading

Beta
Verbal

Weights
Reading

Sex 2.43 3.19 .102 .195
(.70) (.48)

Age 12+ -8.93 -4.12 -.209 -.141
(1.18) (.86)

People in the HoMe -.227 -.057
(.13)

Possessions 1.15 .427 .235 .127
(37) (.52)

Father's Education .595 .164 .128 .052
(.14) (.10)

Kindergarten 3.54 .142
(.80)

Teacher Test 3.36 3.05 .677 .899
(1.54) (1.22)

Teacher Experience .545 -.534 .210 -.301
(.075) (.22)

Hi-Ses-LoRes4lidPeer 6.84 3.56 .109 .083
(1.91) (1.38)

LoSes-HiRes-LoPeer -12.90
(1.79)

Tracking -2.26, -.224 -.234
(.31)

2
(Teacher Test) -.046 -.066 -.411 -.857

(.035) (.027)

('Teacher Experience)
2

.038 .526
(.010)

(Possessions)
2

:107 .365
(.046)

Constant -50.45 -28.14

R
2

.603 .546
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TABLE 1V-6

Partial Derivatives of Non-Linear Equations

Verbal

=

=

3.362 - .092 (Test)

3.054 - .132 (Test)

-.534 + .076 (Experience)

Evaluated
at

Means

Y
5T-e?t

Roadin

1.25

.025

.28

Y
)Test

-75aiierience

Y = .427 + .214 (Possessions)15-Troessions 1.92

81
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Change in Test Score now depends on what the Test Score was to begin with.

From the mean Score, essentially.23 right, with a standard deviation of 1.8

questions, the effect on Reading Score of a-standard deviation increase in

Test Score is a .044 standard deviation increase in Reading Score. This is

far smaller than the Beta weight from the simple linear regression. The

squared term here is clearly compensating for the truncated score, the

fact that no score over 30 was possible.

The partial derivative with respect to Experience has a disappoint-

ing form, which remains even in the next section, where non-linear trans-

fonnations and interactions arc combined. I expected that the constant term

would be positive, and the level-dependent term negative, implying a decreas-

ing relationship between Experience and output. The oppnsite signs occur.

Below slightly over seven years of Experience the rel:Idonship between Read-

ing Score and Experience is negative. SiY schools have such low Experience

levels, but this group does not include the two schools with the lowest

Reae:ug Scores.

The results fro:a using (Possessions) 2 , howaver, are quite reasonable. The

relationship between output and ba&ground would not be linear, it seems to me,

in any carefully thought out model of education. Part of this is due to the cumu-

lative advantages of spending six years in a home where cognitive skills are

stressed and practiced before the schooling production even begins. The

whole concept of accumulation of skills interactive, not additive. Con-

si&r, as a simple example, the use of the word "not," or the whole concept

of negation. This does not add one word to the vocabulary, but multiplies

all other words and concepts by two. An adjective is not just a word, but is
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as many phrases as noun; it goes with; and adverbs count as many times as

they go with adjectives. In fact, the coefficient of Possessions alone is no

longer statistically significant. The effect of Possessions on Reading seems

to be dominantly multiplicative, even if all it can multiply in this form is

itself. It is clearly not multiplicative in relationship to Verbal Score.

Additionally, the effect of background can be expected to be interactive

with school resources, and possibly even with the average background level

in the schoo1.34. Thu: another part of the non-linearity of the relationship

between background and output should be due to production in the production

unit (school). A last part, needless to say, occurs during the production

process but not at school.

In Table IV-7 a Reading equation is presented which includes logarithmic

transformations. Untransfonned, the coefficients in that table refer to the

following equation:

.S61/.24r.06T.83E.17e.291e-.08K
Y = (.165)S*30e-

.36Ap

where Y is Reading Score output
S is Sex
A is Age 12+
P is Possessions
H is People in the Home
F is Ihthor's Education
T is Teacher Test Score
E is Teacher's Experience
I is High SES, Low Resources Mid Peer Interaction Measure
K is Tracking

11
34

i 3Ilits S a ciude way of maalyzing "peer Cfect," however. Without iden-

tifying with whom a pupil is pinced in classes, and with whom he associates, it
seems feeble to attempt to identify the influence of other children Oh him.

lf there are enough children like him, he may associate with them and be influ-
enced by them regardless of the moon level of the school.
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The constant is the anti-log of -1.801. The three variables which ap-

pear as exponents work in the following way: When they have the value zero, the

expression can be written without them (since e° = 1). When they have another

value (which can only be 1 for age or interaction, 1 or 2 for tracking), the

rest of the expression is multiplied by a constant. They shift the multiplica-

tive constant by a fixed amount. A child age 12 +, for example, is given the

value 1 for the age variable, and therefore e
-.36

for the multiplicative

shift. This is :698. The equation constant then effectively becomes

(.698) (.165) = .115. This implies that, all other things equal, the child

12 years old or older in the sixth grade is scoring at approximateli 70 per-

cent of the level of other children. It also must mean that any inc-case

in resources will be 30 percent less effective for this child than for other

children.

To see this more clearly, consider the derivatives of this equation,

as given in Table IV -8. The derivative, as explained there, retains the

constant as multiplier. If we consider the exponential terms as shifting

this constant, then they do so for the derivatives as well as for the equa-

tion It is then a part of this functional form that anything which reduces

the equational va'ue by a constant percentage, as does the age-shift variable,

also reduces the incremental effect of any other variable by 4-he same amount.

By the same argument, the effect of having the Specified Jacraction in-

creases the equation (and effect of increases in any other variable) by

33.6 percent. The effect of Tracking (as opposed to no Tracking) is to re-

duce the equation by 17.3 percent from the value it would otherwise have.

Tracking, under this equational form, reduces the effectiveness of increases in

other school resources also by 37.3 percent.
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TABLE IV -7

],ogarithMic Transformation

Eastmet CiIxWhites

Reading

Regression Coefficients Beta Weights

Log Sex -.359 .185
(.063)

Age 12+ .303 -.176
(.052)

Log Possessions .560 .544
(.032)

Log People in Home .241 .214
(.038)

Log Father's Education .057 .030
(.061)

Log Teacher Test .833 .164
(.183)

Log Experience .169 .145
(.036)

HiSesLoRes-MidPecr .285 .095
(.099)

Tracking -.079 -.118
(.020)

Constant -3.801

R
2

' .506
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TABLE JV-8

Partial Derivatives of Logarithmic Equation

Y
5Test .0363 It

-I5riperience --1".
00736 IT

Note: Where
b b

Y = aX
1
X
2

2

Y
b
1-1

b
2b

1
aX

1
X2

(where X
2
is constant)

bi b1 b2

( -) aX
1
N
2

1

b

XI
Y

when Y is evaluated from values of v
3

and X
2.

-

86

Evaluated
at

Means

.64

.13

b b
At the means, Y=alX . Pence the expressions for the derivative ..bove,

bi
which ale .

X.
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The other coefficients, which are written as variable exponents in

the fonn above, can be interpreted as output elasticities. As noted in Part

II, they are here assuned constant. I will compare these elasticities with

those calculated from the simple linear equations just below. First, let us

look at the value of the derivative at the mean. From Table IV -8 we see that

this form leads to low estimates of the derivative.35 The mean values through

which the regression fit must pass are the geometric means of the variables

(the means of the logarithms of the variables), whereas arithmetic means

are used for the table and are appropriate for the linear form. This makes

comparisons at the same values difficult. However, since the geometric mean

is lower than the arithmetic mean,
36

the derivative figures would be teen

lower. Taking the maximum Teacher Test Score, 30, the derivative (1.09) is

about equal to the simple linear estimate.

The output elasticity can be easily calculated for the simple linear

fonn. R3call that

Y= a + blX1 +

is the familiar linear form, and

dY/Y
a-7T

i

+ b.X. +
11 9

is the elasticity formula from Part 11. Then a one unit change in Xi (dXi = 1)

35
Of course the preceding second degree polyncolial did have an even lower

partial derivative with respect to Teacher Test.

36
Averaring ove- schools, the arithmetic meaii Heading Score is 17.62.

The geometric mean is 16.45.
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causesab.changeinY(dI.b.1) .This formula therefore reduces to

di
b.X.11

where the bar denotes the mean, and R is Reading Score. The values from

the simple linear equation are

'93T '45

OE = .20,

using the symbols from above. The value of the elasticity with respect to

Experience is close to the coefficient from the logarithmic form, but the

Test Score elasticity is not close. 'Using the standard errors from the

logarithmic equation, OE is within one standard error of the constant elas-

ticity estimate, but OT is over two standard errors low. I would not want

to conclude, then, that the simple linear foram and the logarithmic form reach

similar average estimates of statistics. I would conclude that in general

the linear form with interactions or non-linear transformations allows a great

deal of flexibility compared with the multiplicative fonn.37 Therefore 1 will

present one last set of equations combining these two features.

37
Bowles ( 1 ), for reasons which I cannot fathom, chooses the multi-

plicative over the simple linear form, not considering the linear form with in-
teractions. He does note some of the disadvantages of the multiplicative for,
particularly that the sign of the interactio:i betueen two inputs (their cross-
partial derivative) is detenninate, given the signs of the first partial deriva-
tives. He doe:, not go on to explore the linear form with interaction, in which
the sign of the interaction is not constrainvd.
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I have called the general form of an equation in which at least some

partial derivatives depend on the levels of some variables,
"level-dependent"

forms. In the preceding sections I argued that, considering a very limited set

of forms, the combination of high order transformations (squares or higher powers

of one variable) and interactions in a linear regression format was convenient

compared with the multiplicative form. Many more complex considerations have

been ignored. Of these, the most obvious is one in which the elasticity of sub-

stitution between factors is held constant. This form has become popular in

economics, though at aggregate levels (that is, for a mix of products, not for

an industry production function). It is not immediately apparent that this

would be a good restriction for an educational production function, but at

least this demonstrates the direction in which future experimental and theoreti-

cal work should look before we will be ready to estimate such functions.

I have estimated general
"level-dependent" equations for the Reading

and Verbal outputs. These appear in Table 1v-9. In the Reading equation,

Possessions and (Possessions) 2 both appear. In the Verbal equation, no back-

ground variable appears to a power greater than 1. (Teacher Test)
2
appears in

both equations, and in both it has a negative sign. As explained above, this

is reasonable, given the truncated Test scores. in addition there is no reason

to believe that any relevant talent for teaching which might be measured by such

a Test is linearly correlated with that Test Score. Higher scores on the Test

might indicaie more talent, but not necessarily equal increments.

The Teacher Test has been interacted with Possessions, as each repro-
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TABLE 1V-9

Combined Leve].-Dependent Equations

Eastmet City Whites

Sex

A ge 12 +

Possessions

Regression Estimates
-VE-bil-

Beta Weights
gE01171; Verbal

.114

-.223

-2.124

Rdarili....._____

2.675
(.67)

-9.508
(1.14)

-10.422

3.393
(.470)

-4.413
(.86)

-4.958

.112

-.151

-1.477
(1.97) (1.40)

(Possessions)
2

.142 .484
(.045)

People in the Home -.137 -.035
(.120)

Father's Education .485 .140 .104 .044
(.13) (.098)

Kindergarten 4.246 .170
(.77)

Teacher Test 4.970 1.564 1.002 .460
(1.52) (1.20)

(Teacher Test)2 -.207 -.0979 -1.830 -1.268
(.039) (.028)

Teacher Experience -2.627 -3.403 -1.014 -1..920
(1.102) (.83)

Tracking -1.735 -.180
(.29)

HiSes-Loft es-MidPeer 5.355 2.794 .085. .. .065
(1.85) (1.37)

LoSes-HiRes-LoPeer -3.934 -.068
(2.044)

Experience - Test .125 .151 1.253 2.223
(.045) (.034).

Test - Possessions .506 .221 2.636 1.681
(.086) (.06)

Test - Race Preference .0608 .175
(.016)

Constant -8.663 20.S34

B
2

.643 .565
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sents the most powerful indicator of quality: Test, of school quality, and

Possessions, of background. The coefficient seems large, significant at the

.1 percent level in both equations, and positive in both equations. If one be-

lieves these measures and the multiplicative interaction, then it seems that

children who come from high class homes and go to high resource schools do

better than the stun of the high class and the high resource effects. Since

this already presumably corrects for the triple interactions of high class, low

resources and mid peers, plus low class, high resources and low peers, which

work in complementary directions, then the home-school interaction effect is

truly spectacular.

The other interactions remain pretty much as we found them before. Ex-

perience and Test interact positively, indicating either interaction between

Experienced and high Test teachers, or that those teachers with both qualities

are super teachers. Given Test Score, the teacher who Prefers Whites is

associated with higher Verbal Score whites, though considering that the mean

score is for approximately (interpreting
liberally) 60 percent white, this

might indicate teachers who want the security of a dominantly white school, but

don't necessarily prefer to teach white children.38

Some partial derivatives for these equations are given in Table IV-10,

along with their values at the moans. The difference from the simple linear co-

efficients is also calculated and given in the last column. TheSe'differences

18
The question allowed for all white," "mostly white," "half and half,"etc. "Mostly white" was coded as 9, with all white as lO, mostly nonwhite as I,all nonwhite as O. 1 presmo that on an individual teacher basis there are More9 anmrs than 1, so that had there le!TOW:CS been coded as S and 2, the mean

score (5.8) would have been Una trapslating 5.8 to percentages is an ex-
ceedingly loose = terpretation of this variable.
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TABLE IV-10

Partial Derivatives for Level-Dependent Equations

Eastmet City Whites

Verbal

Evaluated
at Means

Standard Errors
Different from
Simple Linear
Coefficient*

.703

.242

1.191

.234

.062

2.099

-1.6

-3.3

+ .8

-1.0

-4.4

+4.0

y

Test
= 4.970 - .414T + .12SE + .506P

+ .0618

= -2.627 + .125T
bExperience

= -10.422 + .506T5TTsiessions

Readini;

y
= 1.564 - .196T + .151E + .221PTest

Z)Experience
= -3.403 + .151T

-(7) Y
= -4.958 + .284P + .221T(51ro7sessions

*
Signs indicate: + higher than simple linear estimate

lowcf :_han simple linear estimate
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are large, and consistently increase
the estimated effect of background, de-

crease the estimated effect of school resources, as compared with the simple

linear equation. The Teacher Test derivatives are negative at 30 questions,

holding the other variables constant at their means. In fact, at these mean

levels, the Teacher Test derivative turns negative at 24.6 questions for Verbal

Score, and 24.1 questions for Reading Score. Can it be that in a school with

mean values of Experience, Race
Preference and Possessions, adding a teacher

with a high Test 'Score but otherwise average values will reduce the output

of the school? Or does it mean, an interpretation I much prefer, that we

are still far from estimating a production function?

The R2 from these equations are not spectacularly higher than those from

the simple linear equations. Each R2 increased by less than 10 percent of its

initial value. Thus the advantage to such complicz.ted forms would seem to

lie in presenting a better picture, if they do, of the way in which the inputs

are related to the outputs. They do at markedly increase our ability to ex-

plain variations in output with these inputs. As noted earlier, I find this

inability to explain much morc variance quite comforting: J would not like to

live in a world much more determinate than this.

One last point should be discussed here. A Beta weight greater than 1

is a rare phenomenon in social data. To think that a standard deviation increase

in an input could produce more than a standard deviation in an output seems ex-

treme. Ow. might look fo, an expl anal ion in the relative invariance or the out-

put measure, so that a couple of rare point:; create this effect. Or one

might look for collinearity in the input DICZISUICS again an argument that the

re] at i onsh i1 is spur] ous , a result of the non- representative distribution of

error.
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Six variables out of 14 in the Verbal equation, and five out of 12 in

the Reading equation have Beta's greater than 1. However, one need not look

for spurious statistical artifacts to explain them. The problem is that with

transformations and interactions the Beta weight for one coefficient simply has

no meaning. The Beta's for those variables not involved in these manipulations

are nicely behaved (i.e., small). There are no unique Beta's for the other

variables, as explained above. Therefore I have calculated effective Beta

weights, at the means, for the three variables whose derivatives appear in

Table IV-10. These appear in Table 1V-11. These are approximate values, cal-

culated from the partial derivatives.

All the extreme Beta values are explained by this simple calculation.

The resultant Beta weights are far Smaller than the Beta's from the simple

linear equations for the school variables, and greater than the simple linear

Beta's for the background variable. Thus if Beta's are used to measure rely.

tive "importance," school variables are even less important, relative to back-

ground variables, than predicted by the highly averaged simple linear equations.

As always, whether this means thdt-policies affecting the home environment are

more cost-effective than policies affecting schools cannot he determined from

this result. But to the eAtent that these equations are considered more ac-

curate than the simple equations, they are also more depressing in teens

of leading to effective school policies for increased cognitive 'skills.

Along the Croat Frontier

One of the tasks prtnised for this paper' was' an attempt to locate schools



TABLE 1V-11

Approximate Beta Weights for

Level-Dependent Equations

Verbal Reading .

Teacher Test .142 .069

Experience. .093 .035

Possessions .242 .624

Note: Derivatives are taken from Table IV-10, and therefore

for Teacher Test refer to the interval from one-half

standard deviation below the mean to one-half standard

deviation above the'mcan.
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at the production frontier, and re-esti ute production relationships with

these schools. No pretense was made that this experiment would be a suc-

cess, and I believe it has lived up to its expectations. Fronti . schools

were defined by dividing schools
into four regions by their average Test

Scores: more than one standard deviation below the mean, within one standard

deviation below the mean, and similarly for above. Within these categories

the schools with the greatest positive residual

A
R - R,

from the simple linear regression were selected as Frontier schools.. Eighteen

schools had positive residuals, and of these, seven were chosen. Sixty-seven

children were involved, and the sample was re-weighted to give each school

equal weight, and each child equal weight within each school.

The resulting estimated equation appears in Table IV-l2. I only used

the simple linear form for this experiment. All variables except Sex had co-

efficients larger than their standard errors. What would one expect from Fron-

tier observations? The basic expectation is that the school variables will have

larger regression coefficients. I would have no expectation about background

variables, because I am not selecting for home production, but for.the most

productive schools, controlling for background.

The Teacher Test coefficient is indeed larger than it wasin the ori-

ginal equation. On the other hard, Teacher Experience and Tracking have re-

versed signs. Besides these two and the insignificant SCA coefficient, all the

other coefficients have increased. There is nothing special, therefore, about

the Test c' rfirient. The Beta weights should, be ignored in a sample which
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TABLE IV-12

Reading Equation for Frontier Schools

Sex

Age 12+

Regression
Coefficient

Beta
Weight

.587

(1.54)

-9.344

(2.50)

.038

-.416

Possessions 2.172 .593
(.34)

Father's Education 'NC .507 .153
(.37)

Teacher Test 1.043 .464
(.28)

Teacher Experience -1.862 -.560
(.44)

HiSes-LoResources-NadPeer 7.167 .251
(3.25)

Tracking 1.64 .221
(.97)

Constant -7.100

R
7

.583

1
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promises nothing in terms of representativeness.

I would conclude that the experiment is totally inconclusive. The

Students in these schools seem more responsive to just about any change, which

is an appealing characteristic which well managed schools should disclose. Few

researchers will be convinced that a regression on 67 children better represents

production conditions (when well-managed) in Eastment than the 974 white sixth

grade children in the original city sample, or the 597 of these who remained in

one school from the first grade; or that seven schools represent production charac-

teristics better than the 36 or the original sample. I want to stress that, in

the long run, these opinions about maintaining sample size will be proved wrong.

Some small sub-sample of schools and children will better demonstrate the tech-

nical possibilities (within a given bureaucratic structure) than the entire

sample. It seems safe to say, however, that this particular sub-sample has not

done so.
3 9

Lessons from these Experiments

The first thing to note is.that the functional form is important in de-

termining the effectiveness of different policies. 7o judge that one resource

is educationally helpful on the basis of a simple linear regression might

neglect important interactions which could render that resource ineffective in

some situations. Though the use of non-linear transformations was instructive,

probably the most important information in the preceding sections came from the

39
As a post-script 1 will note that the explanation here, that these

figures diverge too much from those found Mon., seems exceptionally weak.
What nuods to be dune is to set out the criteria under which one would accept
the sub-!.ample results as in fact the frontier relationships. These criteria
should probably be independent of comparisons with results from the entire saw-
plc. I have not yet undertphen this task, and 1 consider it a formidable one.
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interaction tern. Teachers interact: Within a school, one might consider the

mix of teachers in making new assignments. In fact, judicial enforcement of

racially balanced faculties is a step in this direction: assignment of one

teacher is dependent on the characteristics of the teachers already at that

school. Although I do not know the educational Affect of such assignment cri-

tcria, at least they open the door for other resource-interaction considera-

tions.

In addition, resources interact wit]- backgrounds: Teacher assignment

should consider the types of children in the school. This is quite an Im-

portant result. If one were to believe, as many of the educational Skeptics

try to read from the Iil3OS study, that schools contribute nothing to cognitive

skills, then one would believe that wealthy suburbanites were foolish in their

high per-pupil expenditures. If, on the other hand, the marginal productivity

of a dollar expended in a high class neighborhood, in terms of produciag

cognitive skills, is greater than in a lower class neighborhood, then it ap-

pears that these people are particularly sensible. That is what this.inter-

actionterm implies. It follows everyday observation: that schools in lower

class neighborhoods expend a great deal of effort in behavioral outputs--under

the general heading of "discipline." It follows from a radical analysis which

sees schools as places of socialization first, cognitive achievement last:

upper class children are already socialized. This interaction defines the most

important challenge to the educational establishment today: from "cost-benefit"

and other de-humani.4ed (but "rational") approaches, an educational production

function with a liv,e-school interaction tern like this one dictate putting

money where the pupils are most prepared to us'e it, where they by and large already
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have a great deal. This would not be true only if prices worked the other
way--if resources were more cheaply supplied where they are more scarce.
But everything we know about prices

indicates the opposite, that resources
(such as teacher talent) prefer tc go where there is already a fund of that re-
source, and where the students are already prepared to take advantage of it. 40
The challenge, then, is to use a human calculus in allocating resources, not
a monetary calculus:

resources should go where they are scarce, even though
their marginal effectiveness will be small there.

The practical effect of this interaction is to help explain muckraking
studies which show that funds spent on compensatory education are not very
productive. Most of the argument against such views has been--rightly--that
these funds have been so badly administered that they cannot be said to have
gone for real compensatory

education. Furthermore, they have been diluted, spread
over too many children. The home-school interaction term indicates that a
small amount of compensatory program actually reaching a low-income child can
be expected to have little effect. That same amount reaching a high-income
child could have a larger effect. Consider the obvious impact of financing

a science fair in an otherwise well-off school district, compared with the
increment to science knowledge from the same amount of funds spent in science
education in a low-income school. The pre-conditiens for effectively absorbing
such funds are so different, that of course the measured benefit from the

former project will exceed that from the latter. Yet different children are

40
For evidence on the prices of teachers with different amounts ofTest Score, holding constant other factors, see Levin (13). For a modelwhich determines that teachers of higher quality supply themsenes to suburbanschools, see Owen (.19). Martin Kat%man, in a personal communication, ieportsresults of a regression of ix cent teachers with Masters (or Masters and Bache-lors, in another regression) against Masters salary and social class. "PercentMasters was highly responsive (mgatively) to social class, but unresponsive tosalary.
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involved in these two measures of benefit. They are not strictly comparable.

A "human calculus" would weight higher the small gain of deprived children,

than the large gain of the already privileged children.

On the other hand, the final equation did produce results which showed

the schools even less effective in producing the cognitive skills measured than

we would believe from the simple linear equat3on. The answer may lie in non-

school programs,, such as day-care centers for young children, extensions of the

Police Athletic Legaue, special after-school programs in conjunction with

musetms, summer camp programs, etc. The fact that the coefficient for Posses-

sions seems powerful leaves open the question of what Possessions really is.

The facile argument that Possessions represents money, so that cash grants

to parents will produce reading achievement, I find unsupportable. One

would have to posit a production relationship between money and cognitive

skills. This could run: nuney releases the parent's time to be spent with

the children, and this time is the actual producer of these skills. Yet the

time of a now poor parent may not_be so productive. IVe certainly don't know

that it is from regression coefficients from parents who have achieved some

higher income status.

The unfortunate truth is that until the actual productive variables

are identified, we cannot well estimate their costs. And without both pro-
.

duclion and cost estimates, we cannot know what policy might he most cost-

effective. Add to this time fact that we do not know what form a production

relationship might take, and the discovery in the preceding sections that the

form makes a great deal of difference in 1 erms of estimated effects, then the
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lesson of this paper is clear: much more work, theoretical, experimental, and

statistical, needs to be dune before we will be able to rationalize the pro-

duction of cognitive skills.



V

A BRIEF CONCLUSION

This paper began with a discussion of the concept of "production

functions," and a desciiption of how a production function can direct decision
making toward economic efficiency. 'Phis, it was noted, required that the func-
tion was derived from

technically efficient (well managed) production units.
1

Where profit making is the force behind the production, one can assume some

degree of technical efficiency. This does not apply to public education.2

The concept that one should try to isolate efficient schoolsthose operating

on their production frontier--was
outlined, and even tested in Part IV of the

paper.

The output focus of the school was taken to be another problem. A
single output measure, or even an index, has very limited use in actual pro-

duction estimation of such conglomerates as the public education system. This
is especially true if there is a non-linear expansion path as resources in-

crease, or if schools with different kinds of children (by social class, urban-

ness, ethnicity, etc.) aim at different outputs. This argument appeared in

Part III.

Even with schools with a common output goal, and a suitable measure of

that goal; even if the firms were observed to be technically efficient, other

problems occur. Previous attempts to statistically relate cognitive output to

1.

Alternatively, it has been implied, inefficient production can be as-sumed to be th.: rule, and the cost of efficient management should be part ofthe economic decision.

2
1t does raise the theol;ht t

for production function estimates.
observations of peer background chi
bc, found to disentangle the!,c two

hat private education is the place to look
The problem here, of course, is that too few
tdron in resource -rich private schools could
nflumces.
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school inputs have not separated out the children who were not in that

school in previous years, hence not actually associated with those inputs.

If lower class children are more likely to change schools, then once again it

may be extremely difficult to make any estimates about input-output relation-

ships which affect them. Also, the range of administ- five jurisdictions in

the data sample may affect the results. Thus it was argued that within one

city, teachers with seniority can associate themselves with higher output

children, presenting an upward bias to the "production" estimate unless made

from a suitably identified and estimated simultaneous model. On the other

hand, multi-city, and especially city and suburb samples allow the same kinds

of associations with other teacher (and principal) qualities. A teacher with

experience can move well within a city. A teacher with high IQ, social

ease, or whatever else is desired by suburban education establishments may

move more easily between cities. These issues were discussed in the beginning

of Part IV.

Even if all these problems
arc considered solved, the mathematical

form of the production function requires consideration. A few basic theoretical

issues were discussed in Part II. The focus there was on basic characteristics

implicit in functional fonns, some of which are independent of the data. The

elasticity of substitution between factors, and the elasticity of output

with respect to a factor--two obviously important production considerations-

were discussed. The major point made was that though many considerations of

fonn could be obviated by careful data transfoimations (though this is certainly

not true of all of these
considerations),the researcher like myself has very

little guidance from educational theory as to how to proceed either direction.
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To demonstrate the importance of this latter problem, there being little
I could do -about thJ others, Part 1V investigated several kinds of estimations
with one sample of data. Weighted regressions were used to give 30 production
units (schools) equal weight, but to correct for variations in the qualities

of the raw materials (pupils) as they entered the process. It had been pointed
out in Part I that in fact this cannot be done with present data, and that
the background variables therefore account for initial quality, continued back-

. ground influence,during the production
process, allocation of the highly

averaged school resources within the production unit, and variable response to
school resources. Estimates were given for a simple linear form, for the simple
linear plus interactionsi the simple linear with quadratic terms, a logarithmic

transformation, and the simple linear with both interactions and quadratic
terms. Estimates of the partial derivatives of this last form, with respect
to two school variables and a background

variable (evaluated at mean values)

were significantly different from those of the simple linear form.

In addition, by presenting the equations for two different outputs,
I have tried to caution the reader against drawing conclusions from equations
from one output only. Despite high correlations between these two outputs, the
equations were different, including different sets of both school and back-

ground variables. Some major conclusions--such as the relative impact of back-
ground and school variables--would be the same from these two particular out-
puts. but since education is admittedly a multi-faceted product, one should

be forewarned about accepting or rejecting notions based on just one of those

facets.

I have t ri ed not to wea ry the reader with argument about the tri vial i ty

of the notion that background exceeds school inputs in explaining output variance.
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It should be cler that such a finding is not surprising, not depressing, and

in short not important. The ultimate efficacy of any pmgram will be determined

on its cost-effectiveness, that is, its ability to deliver output for dollars.

For this calculation, estimates of the increment to output from increasing in-

'puts arc necessary, and estimates of associated variance, of no import. What

was depressing was to find that the presumably better specified equation reduced

the estimates of the response of output to school inputs from the simple linear

estimates. Thus accurate estimates of cost-effective policies rely heavily on

accurate production function estimation. I have tried to stress how far we are

from that goal.

Last of all, I questioned the calculus by which even cost-effective de-

cisions are made, it is on this point that I will end this paper. If "bene-

fit" is calculated independent of who receives it, and if the national objective

is to "maximize benefit," then policies which favor the already favored could

easily be reconnended. This has long been a problem in U. S. Office of Educa-

tion planning. For example, if the returns to a program are calculated as the

increment to lifetime earnings of the individuals receiving the benefits, dis-

counted to the time of the program, then aid to graduate students will almost

surely dminate aid to young children. Just the fact that the young children

receive no "benefit" as calculated for many years lowers the value of that

benefit according to these rules.

Since no such accounting mechanism would ever justify aid to young

children, Ow Office has long compartmentPlized its objectives. it considers

aid to young children a desiderattml, and evaluates those programs against each

other. What I am sugesting is that even within a category such as."youn
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children," benefits should not be equal weighted. Ibis is, in fact, the philo-

sophy behind Title I of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Funds
from this Act supposedly go to educationally deprived children in poverty
settings. No comparisons are m.ide with the benefits which would accrue to

'educationally favored children if they had access to these funds. That is well
and good.

The same compartmentalization should be continued in the actual admini-

stration of these funds. If the interactions are as I have found them, then

nothing short of massive and well managed aid will show any success. If the

expansion path of.outputs is as I have suggested in Part III, then most of this

money is going into schools which are not attempting to produce the outputs by

which Title I is being evaluated. This dilemma could lead, at the moment, only

to a longer discussion than I care to be involved in at this time. Some policy

options arc obvious: This money (or other money to the same children) should

be directed outside of schools, in afternoon and sununer programs not under the

charge of the school bureaucracy. Research and training are needed to supply

methods and teachers specifically geared for a particular, deprived, child

population. Rewards need to be output oriented, without being so specific that

other outputs are grossly sacrificed, or that only the output measure, not the

output itself, is raisc1.

It is not my place, at least not here, to discuss those options further.

3Othc'r outputs may well he sacrificed to achieve one--that is the natureof the production frouLier. but some tradeoffs are unacceptable. The outputmeasure might he a vocabulary, spelling, etc. , test. The output, however, isvocabulary, spelling, etc. Training for the test is hardly worth rewardin3.
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A truly heroic effort at determining an co anal production function would

carefully consider all the times and places in which a person acquires the skills

which we wish to consider as outputs. Thenand only then- we could design

programs which could be effective (and better yet, cost- effective) in producing

'those skills. To limit the investigation to currently administered public

schools is perhaps the basic flaw, superceding All the others mentioned above,

in the unrewarding efforts to estimate educational production functions.
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